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INTRODUCTI05
1, ABriet Histoty
What is of tnterest to the American or European viaitor to
North Africa is that whioh is not American or European. What
catohes the eye of the tourist is the Mosque with ita tower1ng
minaret and its geometrio architecture. Five times a day the
visitor i8 captivated by the beaut1ful and peculiar BOng of the
muezzin a8 he calle all Moslems to prayer. A stranger to their
land 1s intrigued by the sight of the veiled wo.en and the dress
of the men, the long roomy gondoura, the oape-like burnoose and
the traditional red oheohia. If our We. tern visitor stay. a
little longer and looka a little deeper, he w11l see that the
Islamio, Arabian oulture haa thorough~ permeated all phases of
Borth Afrioan life--from language and religion to faa~ lite
ana politica.
Yet if our visitor get. out his shovel and starts digging,
for example, near Oarthage in Tunisia, he is sure to find the
remaiDa of another culture. Perhaps he will find a plaque
insoribed in Latin oommemorating the death and burlal of someone named Justinus. Perhaps he will oome across a section ot
a doric column which at on. time supported the vaults aDd
arches of a tifth oentury basilioa. Or walking along the blufts
that overlook the Bay of funis, he will come across the ru1nB
of what is reputed to be the Basilica ot st. Cyprian, baptistry
and all.
In a matter of one or tyO centuries, one oulture, more or
les8, totally replaoed another oulture. The Arabian and MosIe.
oulture, with the help of the sword, overpowered the ByzantineNorth African culture. One could say that in the Violent
oontaot of the Arabic Moslem oulture with North Afrlca, one
1
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soc1al system destroyed and rep~aoed the other.
That was North Afr1ca. What interests us in th1s paper 1s
Afr1ea south of the Sahara--that part ot Atr1ca wh1eh until not
too many years ago was known as the "Dark Continent. It The word
"dark" vas used 1n the sense ot unknown, unexp~ored.
The earliest European attempt to penetrate the interior of
East Africa was made by the Reverend J. Rebmann, a Protestant
missionar,y. in 1846. He did not get very tar, but 1t seems he
did reach Mount Kllimanjaro. 1
In 1857, two protesSional explorers, Riohard Burton and
John Speke, both officers of the East India Company's Army,
reached Lake Tanganyika at Uj1ji and Lake Victoria at the
Mvanza Gul.f. 2
In 1860 J Speke went around Lake Victoria into Uganda and
reached the souroe of the Nile River.
Further to the south in Central Africa, David L1vingstone
"started out" upon his remarkable journey which, between ~85'
and 1856 took him across the continent to Loanda (present day
Angola) on the west coast and then back again to Quilimane
(Mozambique) on the east coast in search ot a sat1stactory line
ot communication. In the course at this journey he diecovered
the Victoria Falls (on the Zambeze River separating Northern
trom Southern RhOdeSia).'
It vas the reports of such explorations that stimulated
primarily eoonomic and miSSionary interests in this heretofore
unknown territory.
It 1s with this territory of Bast and Oentral Africa that
this thesis is concerned. In particular we will study three
tribes found in this part of Africa. !he first tribe with which
1Xenneth Ingham, 4 fUtory of EMt Atr1QA (London:
Longmana, 1962), pp.87-9 •
2

~.,

p. 96.

'lh14•• p.

104.

,
we will deal is the Ganda tribe which is found a10ng the
northern and western shores ot Lake Victoria. The second tribe
is that ot the Su.kwaa which is tound alOl'l8 the southern shores
ot Lake Viotoria. The third tribe, the Bemba, i8 toundin
Northern Rhodesia below Lake Tanganyika.
!he first sustained oontact ot these three tribes ot the
interior with European olvi1ization came in the torm of Ohristian
missionaries. fb the 1870's and 1880's, such missionary organizations as the London Missionary Sooiety. the Ohurch M1ssionar.y
SOCiety and the White Fathers ot Africa established mission poets
in this area
"On September 12, 1876, Leopold II, King
ot the Bel.g1Bl18 summoned a meeting in Brusse1s
ot geogra.phers, explorers, philanthropists,
merohants and any others who might be interested
in contributing to the task ot openiDg A1':rica
to the influence ot western c1vil1zation."4
Pollowing Leopo1d's 1ead, the governments ot France,
Portugal, England and Gel"lD8.D.1" took more interest in this new17
disoovered interior ot Atr1oa, eaoh making 1ts own imperial
olaims on different_parts of Atrica.
In 1884, Bismarok summoned a conterenoe to meet in Berlin
to settle the disputes and conflicting imperial demands oonoerning Afrioa.
"The results ot these laborious negotiations was that in the future any powers taking
posses81on ot a tract of land along the Afrioan
ooaet was .erely required to notify the other
signatories ot the Berlin Aot to give them an
opportunity to make good any prior claims whioh
the,y might have. !henceforward it was only
nece88ar.J tor the annexing poyer to ensure the
establishment of suffioient authority to protect
existing rights and the freedom of trade and
transit.-S

~•• p. 12'_
SIb1d., p. 1,0.
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It was at this conferenoe that Atrioa was "divided up" between
the European powers.
It was af'ter this conference ot Berlin that the colonial
powers began their systematic take-over ot the interior ot
Atrica. Bow the administrators. soldiers and merohants CaDle
to remake Atrica aooording to their own design. What impact
did these European "invaders" have on the traditional African
80ciet7'

g.

QAarag~er*§ation

of th, Afrioan ValU! S18tll

Betore we can discover what cultural change has taken
plaoe in Afrioa with it. ooming in contaot with the West, we
must tind out what was the traditional trIbal culture of
Africa? What were the aystems of values and norma particularly
Afrioan? A. good question to begin with is the following: Is
such a charaoterization ot the African value system possible?
There have been m&n1 attempts at such a charaoterization.
Let us examine the followiDg attempts, presented by highly
competent specialists in the field of African study. The first
is presented by Mrs. Helen Eltchen, the present editor of
Afrioa Report, a reliable and serious periodical. conoerning the
present political, economio and social problems and trends of
Atrioa.
"Almost all Afr1eans • • • share a reverence tor the land. • •• Land was the symbol
of the community, the main form of capital. the
prinCiple means of livelihood. • • • Land
belonged to the community. and for the indiv1dual
to seek more than his share was an implioit
threat to the whole fabric ot tribal life. • • •
"In traditional Atrica, the tamUy was the
basic social unit of whioh the extended family
and larger politioal and sooial units were
constructed. Such kinship systems gave the

5
individual cradle-to-graYe security. • • in
such a tramework, the individual was required
to pull his presoribed share ot the load, but
little was gained by try1n8 to outdo hi8
tellows, t1llle was better spent on keeping
strong and firm the web ot personal relation-6
shipe on whioh security ultimately depended."
The next brief characterization i8 made by Mr. Julius
lIY'eren, from all standards a moat competent and intelligent
African political leader and now the first President of the
Republic of TangaJl3'ika.
"In traditional African SOCiety, the African
never was--nor thought himself to be--a cog in a
machine. Be vas a free individual 111 his own
soclety and his conception ot «oyernaent was
personal, not 1natltutlonal. When 'government'
was mentioned, the Afrioan thought ot the chief.
Unlike the Briton, he did not picture a grand
building in whiCh a debate was taking place. • • •
In primitive Atrl0aB SOCietY', the question of the
limits ot re.poasib111ty, as between the individual
and eoclet1 in which he lives, was not very olearly
defined. The tradItional African community was a
small one, and the African oould not live himself
apart from his comBUDit7 • • • he saw no struggle
between his own 1nte~.ts and those ot his
oOlllluni"ty--for his OOJlllUlU. ty was, to him, an
extension of his fam111. • • • (lor is he) a member
of a 'commune'--8o•• artIficial unit of human
7
be1nge--he is of a genuine community or brotherhood."

Dr. Robert A. Lystad. Associate Prof.ssor of African
Studies at Johns Hopk1n8 Univ.rsity, warns us th.at "the basic
valuee of the precolonial era--if, indeed, there ever was more
than an aCCidental, continental congerie of differing systems
6aelen Kitchen, "The Politics of Africa in 1961: Some
Guidelines," AfriCA i§d the Ur S, (Washington, Department of
stat. Publioations, 1 6i). p. 7.
7Juliue lfyerere, "VU1 Democracy Work in Africa,"
§p,01aJ. Repoa (Deoember, 1959), p. ,.

AtrloA

6

of basic values--are darkly obscured in sooieties oontinually
reoeiving and themselves oreating n.w ditter.noee."8
Yet be goes on to say "Despite these fundamental
obsourities, sou senee lt direotion and soa. provocative
conolusions can be r.aohed by means ot a comparison ot certain
t American basic value.' wi th their possible Afrioan
oounterparta.,,9
Baaing his desoription ot Amerioan values on Robin
M. WUliams' IMraPAA Society! A §9910.M~gtl Int,rpretajcioi.
Dr. Lystad malt.s some ot the tollowing contrasting characterizations of the Am.rioan and African value systems. Whereas the
American highly TalU!8 personal achievement, .fticiency, a
rational and Bcientific approach, equality of opportunity, and
individual freedoa,

"Th. African places less value on personal
achievement. He regards himself much more as
but on. integral m.mber of a larger social
group • • • • This group is responsible for
him and he i8 responsible to it. • •• Th.
African may be said to value the manner in
which a task is performed rather than the sheer,
quiok. efficient acoomplishment of the task
itselt. • • • Most Africans are born into
positions in life trom whioh there is little
chanoe to escape, it indeed the desire tto
.soape' i8 ever aroue.. in the individual • • • •
Fre.dom tor the larger social group of whioh
h. is a member is something he value. highly.
In oontrast, freedom for himself outside the
eecur1t7 which is his within his rather narrowly HlO
defined group hold. little promise for the Afrioan.
BRobert Lystad, "Tentative Thoughts on Basio Afrioan
Values." Atr,g8 And the U, §. (Washington: Department ot
State PublicatiOns, 1961).

9.lSJ£••

p.

101.9J4., pp. 186-188.
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Finally two noted authorities on Afrioan culture and
society, Dr. M. Fortes and Protessor E. B. Evans-Pritchard,
charaoterize the mystical values associated with the Afrioan
social system in general and the political sY8tem in particular.
"Members of an African society teel their
unity and perceive their common interests in
symbols and it is their attachment to these
s1l1OOls whioh has, more than anything else,
given their sooiety cohes1on and persistenoe.
In the form ot myths, fictions, dogmas, rituals,
saored plaoes and persons, these symbols represent the unity and exolusiveness of the groups
whioh respeot them. They are regarded, however,
not as mere symbols, but as tinal ve.lues in
themselve.. • •• Afrioans have no objective
knowledge ot the torce. determining their social
organization or aotuating their sooial behavior. • • •
Myths, dogmas, ritual beliefs and aotivities make
his sooial 8yatea intellectually tangible and
coherent to an Afrioan. • • • Furthermore,
these saored symbols, which retlect the social
system, endow it with mystical values. • • •

"An African ruler i8 not to his people
merely a person who oan entorce his will on them.
He is the axis ot their political relations, the
spbol ot their unity and exclusivenesh and the
embodiment of their essential values."
I have quoted these passages at so.e length in order to
show what I judge to be a representative characterization of
80.e aspects of Afrioan oulture, espeoially in regard to some
aspecta of their value system.
Running through thes. four characterizations, one finds
oertain basic values stressed b7 all.
One is impressed by the emphasis given to the importanoe
of the oolleotivity to the group a8 a whole, w1th a certain
llx. Fortes and E. I. Evans-Pritchard (eds.), AfriCer
EPJ.:'
!
g9al
pp.
-1'. SYsteU (Londonl Oxford University Press, 1940,

subordination of the intereats ot the individual to the interests
ot the group. Emphasis is placed on seourity within the group
and on the importanoe of strong and tirm personal relationships.
!his group relationship seems to be based on non-rational,
emotional symbolio ties with the resulting "diffUseH oharaoter
ot the right and obligations of these mutual relationships.
Relationships were valued as end. not as .eans. Relationships
tended to involve the whole personalitY' of the individual.
People vere valued tor who they were rather than for what they
could do.
w! thout trying to be exhaustive or trying to let my
imagination run away, I think the above list of values and
norms summarize the cha.racterization of Bome aspects of African
oulture found in the tour artioles quoted.
If suoh a oharacterization is true, then suoh a slstem ot
values would give an orientation to aotion which oould be judged
acoordiDg to the "pattern variables" set forth by Talcott
Parsons. (This theoretioal trame of reference will be explained
in the next chapter.) Let it be sufficient here to say that
according to the above mentioned characterizations, the Afrioan
value system could be judged as giving a particularistio,
ascription orientation to action. Such an orientat'ion would be
made manitest in the behavior that is expeoted from the difterent
role incumbents.
In this theSis we will examine the institutionalized
patterns of expeoted behaVior with regard to the chief in the
Ganda, Sukuma and Bemba tribes of East and Central Africa.
We will be ooncerned with ascertaining what orientation to
action is demanded of the chief first by the traditional African
politioal system and secondly by the Br1tish Colonial Administration.

OHAPTER II
THEORETIOAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

t, genera1 Theqretioit Framework
In this thesis, we nll examine the status and r01e ot an
African ohi.t. !he status of the member ot an institution wil1
be the position of the given member in relation to the other
members of the institutions. In this paper, the status dealt
with wil1 be the position of the African ruler in relation to
the other members of certain institutions of an African society.
The actor, here the ruler, in a given relation to another
knows what others expect of him in a given situation. This
situation has a common meaning for both of them because both
define the situation through a shared symbolic system ot communication. Based on a "sensitivity" whereby the actor is
accessible "to influence by the attitudes ot others in the
social interaction process, "12 the a.ctor detines the situation
in prevision of the anticipated reaction of others. The actor
knows what the others expect ot him and he knows that his
success or failure to dO what the others expect will atfect
his relationship with thes. others. This relationship of the
actor to others describes the status of the actor in relation
to these others.
An important element in this relationship between the
actor and the others i8 "the expected behavior" of one by the
other in a given situation.
12Ta1cott Parsons, T~! S091al Blettm.
The Free Press, 1951), p.
•
9

(G1encoe, Illinois:

10

This "expected behavior" implies that both define the
situation with the same meaning. What is more, it means that
both share the standard for selection of the "expected behavior"
out ot the manJ possible alternative behaviors to meet this
commonly defined situation. This "standard" or oriterion for
selection is oalled "a value."l,
The "expected behavior" of the aotor in relation to
another in a Biven s1tuat1on can be called his "roleexpecta.tions." These tTole-expectat1ons" are sa1d to be
institutionalized when a plurality of actors have aocepted the
value or criterion for selection ot behavior implied in this
"role-expectation," in the knowledge that such behavior will
draw ··favorable" (from the actor's point of view) reactioDB
from the others involve4. l4
thus, "an inst1tut1on 1s made up ot a plurality of interdependent role-patterns."15 It is in this sense that I will use
the term, "inst1tution," in my thesis--a system of permanent
patterned relationships. !bus, we see from all that has been
said above that the following elements are implied by the term,
"institution": a plurality ot actors, a permanent relationship
between these aotors, a "permanent" situation made up of SOCial,
physical and oultural objeots,16 a shared symbolic oommunioation
system and a shared value system derived from the shared communioation system which demands a certain behavior of an actor
in relation with another in a given situation. Another important
element implied in this system of patterned relationships is

l3~., of. p. 12.
14lQ1d., of. pp. '6-39. This point of view, i.e., my interpretation-ol Parsons', seems to ooinoide with taFierets theory
that the actor does what is expeoted of him in a given situation
in order to retain his position or status in relation to the
others involved.

'9.

l5I!lJ4., p.
16~., of. p. 4.

the ver,y reason why these relationships oome into be1ng aDd
become patterned. It is to fulf1ll or meet oertain needs or
interests of individuals or groups.
Within the institutional framework an individual knove
hi8 position or 8tatus in relation to the other members of the
1nstitution. He mows t too, what behavior i8 expeoted of him
and what the antiCipated reactions of the other members will
be to this behavior.
As we saw before, the actor will orient his behavior
according to his own expectations and the expeotations of others.
Behind these role-expectations there lie the values involved.
fhat is to say. a group will determine certain expected behavior
for its members acoording to what the group believes to be of
importanoe, i.e., according to what meaning a situation has for
a group. The role-expectations and their underlying value
standards will be made manifest in the types of choices that
the role-incumbent makes in a particular situation. These
basic choices or pattern variables involve the motivational
and value orientations of the actor on the one hand and the
modalities of the object, i.e., aspects under which the objeot
is defined on the other.
As we shall 888, these pattern variables involve a series
of dichotomous choices. !h~,
" ••• as soon as a certain consistency of
choosing can be inferred from a series of
concrete acts, then we can begin to make
statements about the value standards involved
and the formulation of these standards in
terms of ~e variables of the pattern variable
scheme."1
As to the application of these pattern variables to roleexpectations, it can be said that on the level ot the soclal
17Talcott Parsons and Edward A. Shils (eds.), Toward I
TheoU of Ao;ti911 (Oambridge: Harvard Universlty Press,

GGe~

1951 • p~'8.

1.2
system, these pattern variables are considered as "role definitions wherein aotions of role-incumbents tend to be speoified
in terms of one side or another of a dl1e... _"18
The definitions of the five basic pattern variables considered as role definitions of a sooial system are as follows:
"1. The di1emma of gratifioation of impulse
versus discipline. • • •
a.

tff'~1V'p::

the role-expectation that
e
oum· ent of the ro1e may free17
express oertain affeotive reactions
to objeots in the situation and need
not attempt to control them in the
intere.t of discip1.ine.
t{ft9teV! atutrM1:t:x:: the role-expectation
t a t • inoumbent of the role in question
shouJ.d restrain any impulses to oertain
affective expression and subordinate them
to ooneiderations of disolp11ne. • • •

"2.

The dilemma of private versus oollective
interesta. • • •

''f'I

a.

ge1f:Ql1't"I
the ro1e-expectatioll
y the re evan aotors that it is permissibl.e for the inoumbent of the rol.e
in question to give priority in the
given situation to his own private
interests • • • independentl.y of their
bearing On the interests or value. of
a given'collectiY1ty of which he is a
.ember, or the interests of other aqtors.

b.

OQll!ittvitl trilntation: the roleexpeo a ion by the relevant actors that
the actor 18 obl.iged, as an incumbent of
the role in question, to take direotly
into account the values and tnterests of
the ooll.ectivity of whioh, in this role,
he is a member. When there is a potential
oonfliot with his private interests, he
is expected in the particular ohoioe to
give priority to the collective !nterest. • • •

l~., p. 78.

The dilemma of transcendence versus immanence. • • •
a. ¥:ivenalisJU The role-exp8ctation that,
qualifications tor memberships and
.
decisions tor differential treatment,
priority will be given to standards defined
in completely generalized terme, independent
of the particular relationahip of the actor's
own status • • • to thoee of the object.
b.

l~ar1e'l

The role-expeotation that,
1fica iona for memberships and
decisions for difterential treatment.
prior1ty will be given to standards
which assert the primaoy of the values
attached to objeots by their partioular
relations to the actor's properties • • •
in q

"4.

"5.

The dilemma of object modalities • • • •

a.

!he role-expectation that
e ro
cumbent' in orientating himself to social objects in the relevant
choloe situatlon, w111 aooord pr*tri'Z
to the ob~.Ott8 given attributes;~ether
universallstlcally or particu1aristicallJ
4't,M4) OTer their actual or potential
per ormanoe••

b.

AChieVtme~1
The role-expeotation that
the ro e
cumbent, in orientating to
social objeots in the relevant choice
Situation, will give priority to the
object's actual or expeoted performanoe.,
and to their attribute. only as direotly
relevant to these performanoes, over
attributes which are essentially independent of the specifio performanoes
in question.

A~2£~Pf!2t!

t

The dllellU.Da of the soope of signifioance of the
objeot • • • •

a.

Diftus,sess: the role-expectation that the
role inCUMbent, at the relevant ohoice
point, will acoept any potential significance of a social object, including obligation to it, which i8 compatible with hi.

14
other interests and obligations, and that
he will give priority to this expeotation
over any disposition to contine the roleorientation to a specific range ot
signiticanoe of the object.
§~c*f:C11S:
the ro1e-expectation that the
ro e cum ent, at the relevant choice
point, w11l be orientated to a soc1al
object only within a specific range of
its relevance a8 a cathetic object or
as an 1natrumental means or oondition
and that he will give prior1ty to this
expectat10n over any dispos1tion to
include potential aspects of s1gnif1oance
of the object not specifically defined in
the expeotation pattern."~9

Parsons and ShUs claim that there are two problems ot
primary importance with reprd to the soc1al system. 'rhese
problems "concern the most basiC aspects of the relations which
obtain between roles; thus, the selection of roles (or occupants
ot roles) on these questions are in a sense constituatlve of
the nature ot the social system in question. M20 Theae two
basic quest10ns are put in this wayt
MAre the relations which obtain between
roles universalistio or particularistic? Are
they baaed on achievement or ascription? Or
another way of putting the questions J Are the
relations between role-incumbents defined
arbitrarily based on sentiment and emotion
(particularistic) or are they defined in a
generalized abstraot we:y (universalistio);
Are these relationships based on personal or
impersonal qualifications? That is to say the
autual relationships between roles can be
defined either on an impersonal or abstract

19~., pp. 80-84.
20T~4~d.,
~
p •95
•

15
basis or on the basis of traditional bonds of
sentiment that grow amo~lpersons sharing a
oommon habitat or name."
For the purposes of our thesis it shall be primarily with
these two questions that we shall be ooncerned. Of interest
also shall be the selt-orientation or collective orientation
of role-expectations.
As the role-expectation is defined on the level of the
social system aooording to one side or the other of these
dichotomous orientations, the value standards of the partioular
system will be made manifest.
2.

ZAI

ProbbS

Let us now try to apply this general theoretioal trame of
reference to the problem of our thesis. Our problem can be
stated in the following terms: Has the presenoe ot the colon1a1
European social system given new meanings to positions and roles
in the traditional Afrioan SOCiety. In partioular we wish to
see i t that part of the oolonial. social system whioh is the
political system has given new definitions to the position and
role of the traditional Afrioan political leader, the chief.
What leads us to suspeot a ohange is the fact that a
ditterent political system has been introduoed and supertmposed
on the traditional A1"rioan political system. This different
politioal system is based on the spirit of the European politioal
systems. In partioular, for our study, we will be ooncerned
with that part ot East Africa that was oolonized by the British.
It was ~le British Administration that introduced and superimposed new polltical det1n1tiona of the role of the ohiet on the
existing political system.

2~1Qhael S. Olmsted, !he §!mll Grg,up (New York: RandOlll
House, 1959), p. 5'.
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the hypothesis is that these new superimposed political
definitions of the status and role of the traditional African
politioal leaders demand a universal-achievement orientation
in relation to his own position and in relation to his subordinates, whereas the traditional political definitions of
the status and role of the ohief demanded particularisticasoribed orientation in relation to his position and in relation
to his subordinates. Or spelled out in more detail, our hypothesis says that the new superimposed political detinitions ot
the status and role of the traditional African political leader
demand that he act aocording to standards detined in completely
generalized terms. !his universalistic-orientation to action
is based on clearly defined, specific rules and regulations
inherent in the office he holds. What is more, these Western
political def1nitions demand that his relationship to others
be based upon achieTed status. That is to say, the role-inoumbent t
here the chief, orients himself to others acoording to their
capability to perform a task. thus, the role-expeotations of
the British Administration with regard to the Afrioan chiefs
demand a universalistic-aohievement orientation.
This is in contrast to the traditional Afrioan definition
of the status and role of the Afrioan chief. These roleexpeotations demand that the chief aot according to the values
attaohed to the particular relationship with the others involved. !his particularistic orientation is based upon emotional
and non-rational factors.
BeSides this particular1atio orientation, the role involved
i8 based on ascribed status. !he chief is expeoted to orient
himself to others aocording to their attributes, e.g., on the
basis of a oommon kinship or tribal identifioation. Thus,
the role-expeotnt1on of the traditional African political system
demands a partioularistio-ascribed orientation of the cbief.

17
This thesis is not trying to prove that all Afrioan ohiefs
always aoted in a personal arbitrary manner in relation to their
subordinates and that now they are or will act in an impersonal
and tOl"JDally defined manner. But this thesis does assWlle that
the role definitions demanded by the sooial, here the political,
system as suoh is one of the variables involved in influencing
the behavior of the individual who happens to be occupying the
position of chief in a given politioal system. Thus, the
purpose of our thesis is to see how the two political systeme
ot relevance in East Atrica define the status and role of one
and the same traditional political leader. Thus, it, as hypothesized, the British-baaed definition of the role of a political
leader demands a bureauoratic offioial, "a personally detached
and strictly objective expert,n 22 whereas the traditional Afrioan
political system demands a personally involved leader discharging his offioe in an arbitrary subjeotive manner, and both role
definitions are imposed on the same politioal leader, then I
th1D.k it would be sat. to assume that this situation will have
a real though partial sooial ettect in the status and role of
the Afrioan ohief.
This change will obtain only if the redefinition of the
ohiefts role by the British Administration is aooomplished in
an efteotive manner. That 1s to say, the British Administration
oould try to explain to the chief about how a political
official should discharge his business impersonally in an
objective manner, but probably the African chiefs would not
have even begun to understand what they were talking about.
What had to be done if the British-based definition was to be
at all influential was to effect a change within the political
institution itself. This system of permanent patterned rela-

22H• H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (eda.), ~ Max we~lr!
B,aw in 8091o;);2U (Jev York: Oxford UniversitY.sB, 19 ),
p.
,.
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tionships would have to be changed. If we can find in our
investigat10n that certain important changes did take place in
these permanent patterned political relationships, this vill
indicate some change in the position and role of the chief.
Barton and Lazarsteld have stated in an article conoerning
the functions of qualitat1ve analysis that qualitative observations oan be useful as -indioations of some large-soale phenomenon whioh we oannot perceive d1reotly.-23 Thus, "simple qualitative observations (oan be) used as ind1oators of the funot1oning
ot oomp1ex social stru.otures and organizations, which are
difticul.t to subject to direot observations. n24
Social structures as complex as politioal systems are
impossible to put under direct observation, espeoially as the
politioal systems under oonsideration are in Atrica and this
study is being written here in the United States. But through
qualitative analysis of 80me of the ethnographic material and
of some of the more sophistioated studies of this ethnographic
material, we should be able to find some "indioators- of the
institutional changes in role definition of the ohiefs.
Before this, however, we must describe the status and role
of the chief as they existed traditionally. This description
will be based on the institutional factors involved in defining
the status and role. Some of the institutional factors involved
in defining the status and role of the ohief that we will
investigate are:
1. The mode of recruitment of the ohief;
2. The ceremonies involved in the accession to the
ohieftainship;
3. The titles given to the chief;
2'Allen H. Barton and Paul F. Lazarsfeld.
of Qualitative AnalYSiS," S 01010
tea
eds. S. M. Lipaet and N. J. Sme 8er Englewood
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1961), p. 100.
24l!U4., p. 100
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4. the econo.io, religious and military functions of the
ohief; and
5. Oontrols operating on him and methods of removal.
All of these institutional factors combined to give a
distinct meaning to the position of the ohief in Afrioan SOCiety.
this meaning inoluded a definition of the rOle-expectations of
the chiefs.
After describing the tradi tiona! status and role of the
chief in terme of these institutional factors, we will eee what
institutional alterations or innovations were introduoed by the
British Administration. We will want to know if and how these
institutional changes affect the definition of the position and
the role-expeotations of the chief. As indioators of these
institutional ohanges we will examine the administrative
ordinanoes and laws regu1a.ting the position and role of the
chief.
Atter having described the status and role of the chief
first in terms of traditional institutional factors involved,
and secondly, in terms of the institutional ohanges introduced
by the British Administration, we will. attempt to understand
and interpret these two descriptions in terms of the ideal types
incl.uded in our hypothesis.
The two ideal types mentioned in our hypotheSiS are the
universalistic-achievement pattern variable and the particularistic-asoribed pattern variable. Seen as role-expectation
variables as defined by the political system, these two ideal
types seem to me to l.end themsel.ves to analysis in terms of
Weber's traditional and bureaucratic types of authority.
Thus, for Parsons, the universalistic pattern variable
involves a role-expectation demanding action according to
standards defined in completed general.1zed terms; the achievement variable involves a role-expectation demanding an orientation to a social object based on capability to perform. For
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Weber, bureauoracy involves role-expectations based on "the
prtnciple of fixed and official jurisdictional areas • • •
ordered by rules, that ia, by laws and administrative
reguJ.ations.,,25
Robert X. Merton nicely summarizes Weber's analysis of the
bureaucratio type:
It • • • bureauoracy involves a olear-cut
division of integrated activities which are
regarded 8S duties inherent in the office.
A system of differentiated oontrols and sanctions is stated in the regulations. The
assignment of roles occurs on the basis of technical
qualifications which are ascertained through
formalized. impersonal procedures ( e. g., examinations) wi thin the structure of hierarchioally
arranged authority, the aotivities of 'trained
and salaried experts' are governed by gene 28'1 ,
abstract and clearly defined rules • • • • "

Weber describes the bureaucratic official as one who
considers
offioe holding • • • 'a vocation' • • •
Entrance into
an office • • • is considered an acceptance of
a specifio obligation of faithful management
in return for a secure existence. • •• Modern
loyalty is devoted to impersonal and funotional
purposes. • •• If1does not establish a relationship to a person."

tI.

•

•

in the nature of a duty. • • •

In contrast to this universalistic-achievement, bureaue

cntic type, Parsons and Weber present the partioularisticascribed, traditional type.

25Gerth and Mills,

Ope

cit., p. 196.

26Robert K. Merton, "Bureauoratic Structure and Personality," Social Fprqee (May, 1940), p. 560.
27Gerth and Mills,

OPt

cit,. pp. 198-199.
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For Parsons, particularistic pattern variable involves a
role-expectation which demands aot1on on the basis ot emotional
and non-rational faotors--on the basis ot the value of the
persons involved. The asoription variable involves a roleexpectation demanding an orientation to others baaed on their
attributes--on the basis of their oommon kinship or tribal
identification.
For Weber, the "traditional" type of so01al struoture 1s
administered by "the master • • • who was moved by personal
sympathy and favor, by grace and gratitude. n28 The pivots on
which this system seems to work were, on the one hand, an appeal
to strict traditionalism, and on the other, an appeal to personal, irrational and emotional elements to ntree arbitrariness
and lordly grace. n29 In contrast to bureaucracy, which is an
administration "without regard for persons according to oalculable rules,n'O the traditional type of organization calls for
an administration with regard to persons in an arbitrary manner.
Again it is good to recall that these are but pure types;
hypothetical individuals framed by the researcher. ~e purpose
of the ideal type was presented by Weber in another context.
"We can, of oourse, only proceed by
presenting these • • • ideas in the artificial
simplicity of ideal types a8 they could at best
but seldom be found in history. For just
because of the impossibility of drawing sharp
boundaries in historical reality we can only
hope to understand their speoific importanoe
trom an investigation ot them ~i their most
consistent and logical torms."
28Ibid., p. 216.
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The purpose then of the ideal type is to be used as a
device by which we attempt to understand the empirical data in
terms of the type. Thus, we will ask: Does the type of "the
personally detaohed and striotly objeotive expert H
help us
to understand and distinguish more olearly one leader of one
oul tural baokground from another leader of another oul tural
baokground.
Don Martindale, in disoussing Weber's types, ofters us a
few "caveats."

,2

'. I

"It has been argued that ideal types are
'if •• _ then' propositions. However, sinoe
ideal type~ are 1ma.g1nary individuals, the
argument really makes no more sense than to
maintain tha.t if wishes were horses t beggars
would ride. liven more startling is the
suggestion that we oompare aotual individuals
with the (admittedly imaginary) ideal typioal
individuals to aee how muoh they deviate from
them. Irhis is nothing but a form of intelleotual
acrobatics, for aotual individuals ought to
deviate from the ideal type just as much as
one made them deviate in the first plaoe. • • •
(Rather) • • • the whole purpose of the type is
to isolate oonfigurations of faots whioh have
oausal influenoe on the oourse of social events.""

This, then, is what we must do. We must try to isolate
configurations of facts. These oonfigurations ~f faots will
be our two desoriptions of the status and role of the ohiefs
aa institutionally determined. We will then try to understand
the.e facts in terms of our ideal types:
1. In terms ot partioularistio-asoribed, traditional
orientation to action; and

32Gerth and Mills, op, Cit., p. 21'_
"Don Martindale, the ,atyre and T~S ot S05i~*Qg~C"
fheor.z (Boston: Houghton HI fIin Co., 10) f p p . a -38 •

2. In terms ot universalistio-aohievement, bureaucratic
orientation to action.
~.

Prooe4un

The hypothes18 at this thesis is as tollowsl the new
superimposed, British colonial definitions ot the s~atus aDd
role of the traditional Atrioan chief of the Ganda, Bemba and
Sukuma tribes demand a universalistic-achievement, bureaucratic
orientation of the behavior of the chief, whereas, the traditional, tribal definitions of the status and role of the chief
demand a particularistio-asoribed, traditional orientation of
the behavior of the ohief,
In their book, AtE.2AA Rgliti9tl Slst., M. Fortes
and E. E. Evans-Pri tohard distinguish between three basic
types of African political systems. In the first type,
found on.ly among the sm.allest and simplest African tribes,
the political organization and structure are completely
tused with the k1nShip orsanization.
In the second type, the lineage struoture is the
framework of the politioal slstem, though each remainS
distinct and autonomous in its own spher••
The third type of pol!tical system is one in which an
administrative organization i8 the tramework at the
pol!tical struoture. Some ot the characteristics of such a
system are a centralized political authority, administrative
machinery, judioial 1.nstitutioJl8, and a more pronounced sooial
stratification with so01al olasses corresponding to the
distribution of power and authority.
The Ganda, Bukuma, and Bemba tribes were chosen tor this
study as representative of this third type of political system.
We w112 restriot the term "ohief" to that position considered as the supreme political authority within this type of
traditional political system.
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The terms, status, ro~e bureaucratic and traditional
orientation, wi11 be used as defined in the preceding chapters.
First we w111 describe the status and role of the chief
as defined by a number of tribal institutional faotors re1ated
to the chieftainship. We w111 examine the institutionalized
patterns of ohief1y succession, accession to the throne, and
social contro1 exercised by the chief and over the chief. We
wil1 examiDe the institutionalized basis of authority and
power. After having thus desoribed the traditional position
and role of the chief of each of the three tribe. under consideration, we will comparatively analyze the traditional
definitions of the chiefly status and rou in terms of Max
Weber's 1dea1 type of traditional authority. From th1s
analysis, we oan conolude to the type of orientation institutionally demanded of the chief by the tribal SOCiety.
Next ve will describe the status and role of the same
ohief as conceived by the British Administration in a number
of administrative ordinanoes regulating the chiefly position
and role in the three tribes. We will then comparatively
analyze this desoription in terms of Max Weber's ideal type
of bureaucra tio authority_From this anal.y'8i8, we oan oonc1ude to the type ot orientation institutionally demsDded of
the chief by the British Adm1Dlstration.
!he data of these descriptions was obtained through
1ibrary researoh. Most of the material vas obtained at the
Library of African Studies of Northwestern University_
'the souroe material talla broad1y into two main categories.
The first broad oategory is that ot anthropological works.
!hese are books and articles by trained anthropologists who
have lived with the tribe they studied. We have tried to
select the works ot those anthropologists who are reputed
experts in their field. The.e anthropological studies are ot
two types. First there is the ethnographic monograph describing
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detail the culture ot one particular tribe. Such a work i8
An Atrtcan People !n tal Twent!eih C,nturl by L. P. Mair.
Secondly, there are more specialized studies on one aspect
ot the tribal society. Such, for example, are the works,
Af'rlqs PoUiic§l Sxste!!, edited by Fortes and Evans-Pri tcbard,
and Ea.t Atr1clS Qh.,fl, edited by A. I. Richards.
The second board category ot the source material used in
'this thesis i8 that of the works ot British colonial experts.
A work used extensively in describing the administrative
ord1.nanoes introduced by the colonial government is lat1v.
Admip,.tratign in the D£1tish African Terr.tor~e,. This five
volume clas.io by Lord HaUey describes in dataU "matters
relating direotly to the agencies employed for administrative
purposes in local rules, including the oreation ot institutions
ot looal government. • • ._34
It should be noted that the material that we used was
documented at the late.t during the early years ot the 1950's.
As the politioal progress ot the Afrioan nations has moved at
such a rapid paoe since that time, it oan be &8su.med that the
institutional status and rule lt the chief has changed much
sinoe that t1me. fb.eretora, it should be remembered that we
particularly concerned with the institutional. chanses introduoed by the Briti.h oolonial administration up until the
early 1950's.
in

OHAPTER III

THE TRIBAL CHIEP
1.

'fhl Qbaka

ot the

Buganda

The kingdom of the Buganda is found in present day Uganda,
along and to the north and west of Lake Victoria, Its population as of the 1948 census was about one million three hundred
thousand, ot which some eight hundred thirty thousand were
Buganda, According to the Uganda Agreement of 1900. the area
of Buganda was assumed to be nineteen thousand six hundred
square mUes.
With regard to the kinship and clan structure of the
tribe, the Ganda were organized into a relatively fixed number
of patrUineal clans. Each clan had its own estates scattered
throughout Buganda.
"!he picture 18 one of a fixed number of
clans, each with a senior clan official and
each with a number of estates under s~5clan and
lineage heads soattered over Buganda."
!here was no det1n1te ranking of clans, Each clan had
special duties in the court of the Kaban. !he Xabaka, or
king, could marry a woman from any of the elans and her sons
would be eligible for the Kabaka ship.
"For the royal family, the clan system was
modified. Children ot the Xfbakf took the clans
ot their mothers. Thus, in a real sense, the~6
was no royal clan, but rather a royal tamily-."
:51.targaret C, Pal-lers, The Eatttrn Lamtrine Bantu
0), p. 52.
(London: Internat10nal Afrioan Ins i ute,

,6DJ4.,

p. 5:5,
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The labaka was considered as head of al1 the clans.
He confirmed all major clan appointments. But "the clans
had power in their Olm right. • •• They oontrolled marriage
and inheritance and in their relationship with the Ifbai!
performed servioes and duties."37
The xabaka'. rights to leadership parallel kinship
rights to leadership in max1llal and minimal structural
clusifications. '!'be ceremony making the Kabaka a member of
&11 Ganda clana formally extends kinsbip expectations and
duties from their consanguinal looi to a supra-consanguinal
locus.
The structure ot the traditional Ganaa political syste.
can be described in general as a kingdom with a strong central
government. At the top of this hierarohial struoture is the
Xabaka, the king or paramount chief. His ottice is hereditary,
going "in direct descent trom father to son. !he eldest son
was debarred trom succeediDg, but a.ny one of the others could
be selected by agreement between the Kat1kiro and the leading
saza ohiefs."3 S
The I!tik1ro is the Chief Minister of the xabaka. He
could almost seem to be considered as the iabakate other self.
His importance and authority oan be gathered from the tol1owing
desoription ot a part of the enthronement ceremony of a ney
xabtlta •
"Lastly the
the words: 'With
Buganda; it shall
to judge Buganda;

37l.llJ£., p. 64.

3~. P. Mair.
{London: George Rout

Xatikiro gave him a rod with
this rod you will judge
be given to your Katikiro
you shall ,both judge Buganda. t
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"Next day the rod was returned to the
Xatikiro, or it he was dismissed, given to his
successor; the latter went straight from the
Xing's presence without thanking him, &s a
sign that he was equal in authority."'~
The kingdom of Uganda over which the xabaki ruled was
divided up into ten sazas or counties over which ruled
omwy12ye !!!:!!\ or county governors. These administrative chiefs
were appointed by the Xabaka from among his favorites and in
theory could be withdrawn and replaced at w11l.
Beyond this territorial division, there were simply
superiors and subordinates with ranks and titles.
"!he number of these lesser chiefs or
baloD801e, vas unl.1mited. They were appointed
to office as a reward for services at court,
or sometimes a person received this honor
on the reoommendation of this own chief, aDd
to make the appointment, the king might either
fill a post left vacant by death, or by promotion, oreate a vacancy. by deposing ~6e
holder, or make a nov chieftainship."
Additional apPointed palaoe officials with direot aooess
to the xabakl consisted of the Military head (muJazl) with
oounty oaptains, the head of canoes (gabHDS!), the tax
oollector with county representatives and the palaoe head •.
Others with direct access to the labaka were hereditary
officials, clan heads (batakJ,) and Prince. (bal1Mira).
fh1s political struoture was complicated by the existence
of royal and of~1cial estat•• situated in, but outSide, the
jurisdiotion of the district or county. Thus the IAbaka and
Queen Mother had estates in each oounty. Princes and Princesses
had estates. Important officials such a6 the Katik~2. the

39~., p. lSI.
40l!!.!.Q.., p. '160 •.
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governors and sub-governors were given estate. by the
Katikiro. Besides these there were hereditary olan lands
(butaka) oontrolled by the clan heads (bataka).
"The position (of the clan heads) is the
subject of a controversy. • •• The point at
issue is whether the olan heads • • • too held
their position at the king's pleasure or whether
their ancestral rights took precedence of his
authority.n4
The ohiet whose status and role is UDder oonsideration
is the lCabaka, the ohief at the top ot the Bu.saR4! politioal
h1eral.'chy.
As we mentioned above, the kingship went in direct
descent trom tather to son. The eldest son oould not suoceed
and the new chiet was seleoted trom among the other sons by
the Katikiro and the leading !!!A ohiets. Ot interest is the
ceremony ot aocession.
"The new king was led to the throne by his
father's Xa~1kir2 and proclaimed to the assembled
people in t ese words: 'This is your king'42ear
him, honour him, obey him, fight for him.'
Next there is a oeremony whereby the new Kabaka VIs
instated as the 'Babl~Ha", the head of all the clans. During
this oerelloD7 these words are spoken.
lIMy child, look: ..,i th kindness upon all your
people, from the highest to the lowest, be mindful
ot your land, deal justice among your people. You
are Sabatag., treat your brtsk! (the clans) with
honour (tor you [plur •• a1 kings] oome trom among
the batMa to take possession of !ifanda), all your
men, the ohiefs of the nation, tr~hem with honour.

"The king was then given spears and a shield
with the words: 'With these spears you will fight
q

r

41~., p. 162.
42 Ib1d ., p. 181.

'0
those who scorn
the king is not
tradioted. You
spears and this

you, who trouble you, your enemies.
despised, he is not thwarted nor oonare to overcome rebels with these
shield.'

"Lastly the Xatikiro gave him a rod with the
words: 'With this rod you will judge Jugand!; 1t
shall be given to your latikiro to judge BUianda;
you shall both judge Buganda. t" 4,
During these ceremonies many people were killed

arbitrarily both as part of the ceremony and a8 "an assertion
that the new king had entered on his reign and acquired the
power of life and death over his subjeots."
During the ceremonies, "all the chiefs weN formally
introduoed to the king, and those who performed personal
servioes for him brought him gifts symbol1oal of these
serv10e8.- 44
Of particular interest in this ceremony is the fact that
the Iabag is named 8S the head of all the clans. There is no
royal olan to which he owes allegianoe. Therefore the
prinoes, i.e., the sons and brothers of the KAbat! haft no
claim to his power on the basis of clan membership.
"The uniqueness of the Kabaka is emphasized
by the fact that the princes, unlike members of
commoner clans. do not have a collective totemic
symbol. Rather they have only totems of their
IlOthers. who belong to various commoner olans.
The kingdom belongs, not to the prince. as a
group, but to the Kabaka. • • • The Kabaka, that
is to say, is not a primus inter pares, a prince
among princes, but rather the4~lque, despotio
pinnacle of Baganda sooiety. f.

4'Ibid., p. 180-181.
44~., p. 181.

in

p.

45 L• A. Fallers,

~da

•

(Evanston, 11
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The titles given to the Kfbaka, also desoribe him nlmost
as omnipotent.

"He is Ssemanda, the 'charcoal fire of the
smith " who can forge the kingdom as the ami th
forges iron. He is Swegrwanga, 'the first in the
nation', • • • 'first among men', ••• 'first
among clan heads', ••• tthe lion', ••• 'the
queen term*ae', who teeds upon her subject
termites."
According to the Baganda sayings, the KabMI was essential
to the welfare of the tribe.
n'To be without a king' was in itself
disastrous; an army without a general - the
kingts represep.tative - could not fight; and
in a nation without a king47every man's hand
was against his neighbor."
When the European first came in seriOUS contact with the
Buganda near the end of the nineteenth century, it would seem
that the IAbaka had nearly absolute despotic control over his
people.
All administrative posts were held at the pleasure of
the Kabaka.
"He appointed his own supporters as governors

in all but two of the districts under him and
allocated fiets and benefices in land of offices

within these districts. He was head of a standing
army. • • • He controlled some 10,000 canoes • • • •
He was supreme judge in court cases, the head of all
the clan authoritlel8and the recipient of tax from
the whole country."

46~., p. 5

47L• P. Mair,

OPt

cit., p. 178.

48Audrey I. Richards (ed.) East African Ohief! (New York:
Praeger and Co., 1960) p. 45.
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We must nov ask what was the institutionalized power
structure through which the authority of the Kabaks was
supported and maintained.
The authority of the iabaka had its basis not primarily
in his religious power but rather in what might be termed his
economic power.
To understand this economic power, we must understand the
Bagandats system of land tenure. Land was the principle form
and source of wealth for the Baganda and it was oonsidered to
belong to the Kabaka. Mother peculiarity of this system was
that there was no distinction made between the land and the
people living on it.
"Theoretically, the whole oountry and all
that was in it was not only subject to the king's
8uthortty but actually belonged to him. • • •
There was no oonception of the land as a possession
of the chief trom which he derived profit by letting
other people work it. His right to admit and evict
peasants was part and parcel of his general position
8sthe political authority over the area • • • ; as
the natives themselves put it •• i. 'He has rights not
over the land but over People.' ••• hence
his power over life and death. his right to the
spoils of war, to t~9hiB subjects, and make
use ot their labor. at
The Kabaka placed his supporters and favorites in
administrative control ot a section of the country. He would
also give them and others private estates. This then would
give to these sub-chiefs control over both the land and the
people living on that land. These sub-chiefs would allot
land to the ~asan ts.
"Every ohief, so long as he retained his
poSition, was the sole authority, under the king,

49L. P. Hair,

Ope

cit"

pp. 158-59.
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over the peasants under him, and even Orderl
from the king were only given through him."'O
regards institutionalized restrictions on the power
of the xabaka, there do not seem to be too many. !he principle
control seems to be an appeal to tradition. The Xabaka should
rule as his ancestors ruJ.ed betore him. As he was reminded
in the aooession ceremontal, he was expected "to respect
established rights, to uphold justioe and to behave with
kindness and generosity in rewarding the deserving."5l
As

2.

The Chiet of the

Sukuma

Unlike the Ganda tribe, the basis for Sukuma tribal
membership does not lie in the existence of an overall centralized political authority.
"Instead, tribal affinity is based on
similari ty of language, laws, customs and
political and eoonomic institutions; on the
spread of kinship ties throughout the various
chietdoms; and o~2joint residenoe in one region
tor many years."
The Ganda tribe is Situated along the northern and western
shores of Lake Victoria in East Africa. Along the southern
shores, lie the Sukuma.
"The area south ot Lake Viotoria presents
us with almost an extreme case of the existence of
multiple chietdoms within a single tribal group.
The Sukuma are divided into the ;9 predominate17
Sukuma chiefdoms within Kwimba. Mwanza, Maseva and

501l2!!!.,

~~\S TOW€"~~

p. 161.

5l~., p. 181-82.

52AUdrey Richards, op. Cit., p. 232.
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ShiDyanga distriots and the 8 mixed chiefdoms of

Geita district. • •• In the pre-European period
each of these chietdoms was relatively autonomous."53

In the desoription just quoted, the five districts mentioned
are European innovations. Taking away these districts we have a
picture of the traditional politioal structure of Sukumaland.
There were in an area of some 20,000 square miles, about 47
separate, autonomous ohiefdomships. The present day population
of Sukumaland 1s about one million inhabitants.
It would appear that originally what are now chiefdoms
consisted ot scattered villages conSisting of about one hundred
people under the leadership of a clan or lineage head. But
as the population increased, disputes arose between different
villages and clans. At about this time, the Hima, a Hamitic
group from the north, began to migrate southward into what is
now Sulrumaland.
liThe e1S0n d"tf' of the chieftainship
appears to
ve conais ed initially of the
ability of the II1ma strangers to act as
impartial arbiters in interclan disputes and
in the distribut5~n of game captured in
communal hunts."
While the ohieftainship r,mains in this royal line,
the customs and language of these Mima strangers have been

totally absorbed into those ot their Bantu Subjeots.
Within the ohiefdom, there are no clan lands as such.
Complete strangers are weloome within the chiefdoms and receive
full rights in society and land.
It should be noted also that among Bome of the Sukuma Tribes
there was a struotural shift trom a matrilineal sooiety to a
patrilineal society.

5'Ibid.,
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54Richards, o~. oit,. p. 234.

As the area and population of each chiefdom was relatively
small, the administrative structure of the politioal system
was much simpler than that of the Ganda. The structure of the
traditional political system will be made clear as we examine
the position and role of the chief in Sukumaland.
"'The ohief is the absolute owner of all the
land'. 5This is the answer of chiefs and people
alike." ,-The meaning of this ownership will only become clearer
if we look into the institutions defining and supporting the
chief's position.
Before the Sukuma came under European control., transmission of the chiefdomship was matrilineal. That is to say
that a ohief's sons could not succeed him. The chiefdomship
could be passed on only to his brothers, maternal uncles or
oousins. This group was considered a royal line and also
made up the chief's Counoil of State. Among the functions of this
Oouncil of State was the selecting of a new chief.
"The selection was ostensibly made on the
basis of certain Signs revealed by an examination
of ohioken entrails, but this process actually
provided a means of weighing the merits and strength
of the various claimants without making it necessary
for a:n:y of the tbansng' oma' (members of Oouncil of
State) to commit himself t88 strongly in favor of
one or another candidate."
Once chosen and properl.y invested with his new office,
the chief was believed to have new powers. And it was on the
basis of these powers that the authority of the chief

t
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principally rested. These powers were of a religious nature.
But the chief was not thought of as a divine being himself.
"Every chief was considered to be the earthly
representative of the most po'Werf'ul spirit of the
founder (of the tribe) and of the spirits of all
his successors. The people believed them to be able
to influenoe their fate and the fate of the land for
good or ill, just as their own ancestors had power
over the fortunes of their own families."'"'
Thus it was the duty of the chief to conduct ceremonies
"to secure sucoess in battle, hasten the
arrival or abatement of rain, ensure a good harvest
or terminate an epidemic or a looust invasion. • • •
!he ntemi (chief) who was 'successtul' in sec\~ing
the tavour of his anoestors lived lavishly, acquired
sooree ot wives and came to posees8 large herds of
cattle. • • in the oase of a protracted crisis the
strength and loyalty of the speoial guard wer~ the
only means by which a chief could be saved."'
The people regarded the chief as having a epeoial influence
with the most powertul tribal ancestors. But if the chief failed
in procurring prosperity for his people, they would consider that
one of the chief's maternal cousins of the royal line might have
more influence with the royal ancestors. They would then depose
the chief.
As an additional support to maintaining his position, each
chief gathered around him a royal guard. This was a group of
Warriors ohosen by the chief from among slaves and captives.
These warriors owed their lives to the chief. Thus their loyalty
to the chief was even more reliable than that of the ordinary
peasant.
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Another important support maintaining the authority of the
chlef was the instltutlonallzed relatlonshlp between the chief
and the headman. The prinolpal functions of the headmen were to
hear minor court oases, collect trlbute, oversee cultivatlon
of the ohieffs field and all.ooate new land. There seeDlS to have
been a tendancy for the chiets to appoint their sons as headmen
in ~hos. chiefdoms where the chief's sons were ineligible to
noteed
him.
,
"So general was the appointment of relations,
especially to administrative posts in outlying parts
of the ch1efdom, that the word tbanangwat, which
originally meant the sons of a chief, baoame the
generio name for the village h.admen.-5~
The headmen then, were the administrative arm of the chief.
The power and riShts to be exerc1sed by the ohief seem at
first glance to be all inclusive. Maloolm ol.a1ms:
" ••• the people save their ohief the powers of
final arbiter over all matters; there were no
reservations and in effect he then aoquired rights
analogous to :full control, 1f not ownersh1p, of
the lands of the oommunity.-60
Another evaluation of the power of the ohief is given by
J. G. Liebenow who did a field study among the Sukuma.
"His authority as first magistrate of his
ohiefdom extended to judgments involving the death
penalty and the oont1aoatlon of the oonvioted
party's property. He also oame to be the onl.y
truly wealthy person in his domain. by virtue of
the annual and ocoasional tribute payments whioh
came to him in. the form of oattle, grain or labour •• • •
his share in the tribal chase, and his collection of
court fines and fees. With this store of wealth at
his oommand, the oh1ef was able to purchase support
tor his reg~e and to withhold favours trom the
obstinate."
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The land, its l1ves of the people, major juridical
decisions and decis10D8 to go to war were UDder the control
of the chief. His authority was based on his putative
religious power and was supported by his eoonomio and
mUitary powers. Bes1des thiS, his administrative statf
were dependent on him alone. Suoh a situation would seem to
indioate an autooratio despot.
But there are oertain institutionalized checks on the
exercise of the power of the chief. Some of these checks were
indioated above. During a time ot protracted orisis, the
people would begin to doubt the religious intluence ot a
particular chief. His wealth would begin to dwindle as he
would have to share his food more liberally with his subjeots.
Possibly the strongest institutionalized check on the
authority of the chief vas the Oouncil of State. It is to be
remembered that the Council of State oonsisted ot the members
of the royal tamily who were eligible to succeed to the
chieftainsh1p.
"fhey thus had a proprietary interest in
protecting the royal dynasty as much against
external threats a8 against internal disintegration resulting trom the injudicious use of
authorlty by the inoumbent. Collect1vely, they
acted as the ohief'a council of state, advis1ng
him on hia relig10us duties, regulating many
aspect a of his personal llte, acting as his
asseBBore in oourt, serving as 'listening posts'
in areaa ot discontent in the chiefdom, caring
for him in illness, arranging his funeral and
electing his6~uccesBor trom among a host ot
candidates."

62I2.W,., p. 236.
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The Oouncil of State was not the only group oapable of
checking the despotio tendenoies of the chief. Suoh a group
existed also among the 5ukuma peasantry.
"!he 'eltka' or young men's society •••
played an essential role in maintaining good
order in the villages through promulgating oodes
of good oonduot and enforcing them upon their
members. Ohiefs relied heavil1 on the young men' s
sooiet1e. in reoruiting warriors, organising
collective labour and in assisting new immigrants
in their planting and house building. The leaders
of the 'elika', the 'basumba batale', vere
intluential personages in their ohiefdoms and they
were able to arrange the terms of work contracts
with the chiefs through" process resembling
collective bargaining."
It was usually these leaders of the young men's societie.,
the basumba bUAl" who played an important part in demanding
the abdication of a chiet whose religious powers had "failed"
him.
Hans Oory, the Govermaent Anthropologist of Tanganyika,
nicely sums up the traditional restrictions on the authority of
the chief.
"!he ohiefdoms were very smal.l and this
taot alone may aooount for the lack of extreme
autocratio tendencies; it is difficult to be
bloodthirsty for many years if one has not many
subjeots and knows them all by name. • • •
ASukuma chief was acoessible in his residenoe
to all his subjects ~4many of them shared a
pot of beer with him."
"

T,ll'

aj,iilulsulJ of the Bemba

The next tribe that we shall investigate is the Bemba
tribe of Northern Rhodesia. Like the Ganda, this tribe is
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composed of a homogeneous people, all speaking a common
language, having common historical traditions, all wearing
the same tribal mark of a verticle cut on each temple, and
all pledging their allegiance to a oommon paramount ohief,
the 01ti.!mkt!lu.
"The Bemba tribe at present inhabits the
Tanganyika plateau of northeastern RhodeSia,
between the four great lakes - Tanganyika to
the north-east, Nyassa to the east, and Mweru and
Bangweolu to the northwest and west respeotively.
They number ••• about 140,000, very sparsely
soattered over the country at ~5densitY of an
average '.75 per square mlle."
Wi th regard to the kinship and clan structure, the
Bemba are diTided into about forty dispersed, exogamous,
matrilineal clans.
"The matriolana in this area are in no sense
political or territorial groups. Through clan
affiliation a man traces his desoent, his rank
and, if he belongs to the royal olan, his right
to suooeed to chieftainship • • • • no property is owned
in oommon by the clan. There is neither joint
66
ocoupation ot land nor collective ritual aotivities."
The olans are divided into a hierarchy ot rank.. highest
at which is the royal or crocodile clan.
The Bemba torm one SOCiety in what has been termed the
"matrilineal belt" ot Atrica in distinction to the eastern and
southern patrilineal organized Bantu groupe.

6~. Fortes and E. E. Ivane-Pritchard (eds.), ~
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The local unit in the political structure is the village
consisting of ,0 to 50 huts. The village is primarily a
kinship unit which is controlled by a headman, who is the
senior kinsman. When a man feels he has a sufficient
following of relatives, he applies to the chief for permission
to set up a community of his own. He disoiplines the
children and young people, hears case. intormal1y and initiates
agricul tural undertakings.
A tew of these villaaes are grouped together and placed
under the authority ot a subchiet. The whole Bemba territory
is divided into districts, called ~O!l9, ruled over by a
terri torial chiet.. Over the whole, rules the paramount ohief',
the Oit~u, who also rules over one of the distriots.
Each of these distriots is a replioa ot the Oittmukuluta
distriot. Each has its own capital with its own court. Each
chiet has rights over the labor and tribute ot his own villagers.
Within eaoh capital, eaoh ohief has a number of exeoutive
officials, some of whom are in charge of the business of the
oapital itselt while others are responsible for carrying out
the chief's orders in the Igala at large. Their duties entail
"keeping the peace ot the village; organizing the tribute labor
from the capital, allotting land for cultivation, arranging
hospitality for visitors and acting as a panel of advisors on
all oocasions."67
There was no general military organization.
Having brietly examined the basic political structure
of the traditional Bemba society, let US now examine more closely
the basic institutions whioh defined the status and role of the
paramount chiet.
671l2J4.. p. 107.
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All chieftainships, a ~ortior* the paramount Ohieftainship,
were based on membership in the royal crocod11e clan. In
general, any membership in the clan by that very fact gave an
individual special rank in the society which "entitled him to
special respeot, precedence on ritual and social oooasions
and sometimes to claims on the people's servtoe. n68
Within the crocod11e clan, transmission of chieftainship
was matrilineal. But unl.1ke the Sukuma, there seemed to be
well defined rules for the selection of the new chief. One of
these traditional rules stated that the successor to the
paramount ohieftainship should be the territorial chief of'
the most important district which vas that of' the Hwanba8h~p.
"This was the most senior Bon of the most senior Mother."6
It is tnteresting to note the belief upon which this
matrilineal transmission of chieftainship was based.
"Among the Bemba it i8 believed that a child
i8 made from the blood of a woman which she is able
to transmit to her male and temale children. A man
can possess this blood in his veins, but cannot pass
it on to his ohildren, who belong to a different
olan • •• These theories of prooreation account,
not only for the matrilineal desoent of the Bemba,
on which suooession to chieftainship is based, but
also for the rank acoorded to the royal princesses
as mothers of ohiefs, and the headmanship. and
. other positions of authority given them.n'(O
Thus all the members of the royal clan formed a c1us
apart.

"Any one who can possibly claim conneotion of'

any sort with any ohief, dead or living, does so,
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although the perquisites of rank are in most oases
honour only and the possible favours of the chief,
rather than material assets. Every one outside
the royal clan, or 'u1¥fwa', is an tumupab1' or
ordinary person ••• "
!he privileged position of the royal clan and the
authority of the chief in partioular, was based on the people's
beliets concerning the 1nf1uences of their tribal ancestors in
their lives.
"The spirit of a dead man (umupashi, plur.,
1m1paahi) i8 thought to survive as a guardian
presence associated with the land or village
ei te formerly inhabited, and as a spiritual
proteotor of different individuals born in the
same lineage group and called by the same name.
The '!mipashi' of dead ohiefs beoome tutelary
deities of the land they ruled over, and responsible 72
for its fertility and the we~are of its inhabitants."
But the Bemba carry this relationship between the dead
and the liVing one step fUrther. The appointed lineage
Suocessor of a dead person is socially identified with that
dead person.
"When a man or woman dies, his or her
social personality must be immediately perpetuated
by a successor who passes through a special ritual
(uk:ipyanika) and thus acquires the name, the
symbols of suocession (a bow for a man and a girdle
for the woman), and the umupashl of the dead man.
By this sooial identification a man assumes the
latter's position in the kinship group, uses the same
kinship terms and, in the oase of a oh1ef, it 1s
almost impo88ib1e to tell when a man is desoribing
incidents wh10h took place in his own 1ife or those
of an anoestor two or three. generations dead. tt7 '
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Thus after a chief died, there was a prolonged, secret and
mysterious ceremony during which the successor took possession
of the name and the sacred relics of his dead ancestor. The
paramount chief socially perpetuated and was socially identified
with the most ancient and most revered chiefs in Bemba tradition.
nIt was this belief that was the basis tor tribal feeling and of
the allegiance given tJ the territorial and paramount chiefs. n74
This set of beliefs that the prosperity of the land and the
people depended on the tribal ancestors and that the paramount
chief was socially identified with the most important of these
tribal ancestors were an important baSis of the authority of the
paramount ohief. "A chief is said to be powerful beoause he thas
great 1mipashi'. It is tor this reason he is described as the
'unwine calo,' owner of the land • • • • n75
When the Bemba chief is spoken of as the "owner of the land,
we must see what meaning is given to this idea. Among the Ganda,
we saw that the Kabats WQS considered the owner of the land in a
very literal sense. No one could cultivate land without it
first being al~ocated to him by the Kabaka's representative.
This is not the case among the Bemba.
"The statement that tall the land is mine'
does not then mean that the (Bemba) ruler has
the right to take any piece of ground he chooses
for his own use. His own gardens are made in the
neighborhood of the capital, and in anyone year
it 1s exrected that commoners will wait to cut
trees • • • until the chief has chosen the site he
wants. But atter that the people are free to clear
the bush where they please. The same is true of the
choice of land to be used for vil~age beds • • • •
I never heard of a case where a chief took land that
had already been ocoupied by a commoner. • •• The
chief loOks upon a man as a subjeot and not as a
tenant •••(6·
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The Bemba Paramount is considered the owner of the land in a
spiritual sense. He is responsible for it. It's fate is related
to his fate.
"The Paramount chief who is remiss in his
duty, whether ritual or otherwise risks the displeasure of the tutelary spirits of the whole
land and may plunge the entire tribe into a state
of imminent ill luck. • •• For this reason. a
chief when he prays to the spirits, asks for every
type of blessing on the land and not for the success
of cultivated crops alone. • • • The word used to
describe the misfortune whioh one expected to follow
the death of a big hief is ·cala cowa', 'the land
has fallen down.'"

77

This supernatural dependence of the people on the chief
was the basis for his authority. And the allegiance of all the
Bemba to this one Paramount was the principle factor unifying
the whole. Because of this "supernatural sanction". the
Paramount possessed an arbitrary power over the lives of his
people. He would savagely mutilate those who Offended him in
any way.
We have already seen that the almost divine character of
the Cit1mukulB, i •••• the paramount chief, not only gives him
t~e basis of his authority and power but also acts as a check
on the use of this power. He must rule in the traditional manner
which will be acceptable and pleasing to the ancestral spirits
whom he represents.
Another important institution regulating the power of the
chief is that of the "batBbi1g". The b!kabllo are hereditary
officials of the chief's courts. They are immune from the
chief's anger as they hold an hereditary office sometimes of

77~ •• pp. 2'5-2,6.

equal descent as that of the ohief himself. There are about
35 to 40 bakabilo within the court of the Cittmukulo.
"The main duties of the bakabilo in native
eyes are ritual. • •• They are in oharge of the
ceremonies at the saored relio shrines and take
possession of the 'babenge' (sacred relics) when
the ohief dies. They alone can purify a chief
from defilement of sex intercourse so that he is
able to enter his relic shrine and perform
the necessary rites there. They are in complete
oharge of the acoession oeremonies of the paramount. • • tt 78
The oonferring of the ohiefly power and its actual exercise
depend upon these ritual offioials. If they refuse to perform
the rituals, the ohief is unable to exercise his influenoe with
the anoestral spirits upon which his authority is based. The
author mentions this anecdote exemplifying the power of the
bakabilo.
"During 1934, I found the paramount living
He was unable to buUd his new
village because the bakabilo. 1ndignant at his
behavior, refused to perform the 0undation
oeremony for the new oommunity."
in grass huts.
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But the Bemba depended too much upon the Citimukulu to keep
him in such a position for long. It was the Citimukulu who was
their supreme judioial autnority. the initiator of agrioultural
activitIes, their military leader, and mediator with their
anoestors.
4.

Compgative AnalYsis

We must now comparatively analyze these three desoriptions
of the institutionalized patterns defining the traditional
position and role of the ohief.
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we shall analyze the institutional factors in terms of
the ideal type of traditional authority as presented by
lo1ax Weber.
According to Weber, in the traditional system of authority,
"Obedience i8 not owed to enacted rules, but
to the person who occupied a position of authority
by tradition or who has been ahosen for such a
position on a traditional basis. His commands are
legitimized in one of two ways:
(a)

partly in terms of traditions which
themselves directly determine the
content of the command and the objects
and extent of authority. In so far as
this is true, to overstep the traditional
limitations would endanger his traditional
status by undermining acceptance of his
legitimacy.

(b)

In part, it ia a matter of the chief's free
personal decision, in that tradition
leaves a certain sphere open for this.
This sphere of traditional prerogative
rests primarily on the fact that the
obligation of obedience on the basis of
personal lo~alty are essentially
unlimited."

The institution of the K!b§kaship among the Buganda

seems to be based on just such a traditional system of
authority. The Kabakash1p was an hereditary position passed
on from father to son according to traditional rules.
As is evident from an examination of the ceremonies of
aooession, the Kabaka was conoeived as the one to whom all
in Buganda belonged.
"You come from among the bataka to take possession
of Buganda; all your men, the ohiefs of the nation
trea t them with honor. ,. ~ Aocession ceremonial)
••••

•
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The land was thought to belong to the Kabaka who himself
allotted it to hiB subjects. No distinction was made between
the land and the peopLe living on the land. As the Buganda
said, "He has rights not over the land but over the people."
The ceremonial killing of men end women at the occasion of
his accession has been interpreted to indicate the absolute
power of life and death that the Kabaka possessed over his
subjects.
The Kabaka was also conceived as the one upon whom the
Buganda depended for their welfare. He was entitled SsemQnd,
"the charcoal fire of the smith who can forge the kingdom as
the smith forges iron." According to the Buganda "to be without
a king" was synonymous with a situation of crisis.
It was these institutionalized accession oeremonials,
titles and sayings that in part defined the relationship between
the Kabakf! and his subjects. The people belonged to and
depended upon the Kabaka. He was considered supreme and
omnipotent. People obeyed the Kabaka because he was their
chief and not because it was the law. The Kabak§ made deicisions
and ruled his people in keeping with the traditions of the tribe
regarding family, religious, and eoonomio oustoms. But thes8
same tribal traditions defined the Kabaka as having unlimited
powers over the lives of his subjeots. The Kabaka was not
oonsidered a politician or even a political authority. The
Xabaka was a unifying symbol of the whole tribe. Loyalty tQ
the tribe and loyalty to the K§baka were one and the same thing.
Beoause of the near despotic power ot the Xabakfih an
important check on his power waS the traditional oonception
ot the Kab!k§ as paternally responsible for the whole tribe.
Aooording to th~ accession ceremonial he was entreated to
"look with kindness upon all your people, be mindful of your
land, deal justice among your people." While his obligations
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to hls subjects were not spelled out in detail, loyalty on the
part of the labat! wlth regard to the welfare of his subjects
was certainly part of the instltutionallzed definition ot hls
posltion and role.
Another trait of the traditional system of authority
according to Weber concerns the adminlstrative staft of a chief.
"His administrative staff does not consist
primarUy of officials but ot personal retainers.
• • • What determines the relations of the &4min1stratlve statf to the chlef is not the impersonal obligation ofaiffice, but personal
loyalty to the ehief.-

I

The administrative staff of the xabaki consisted mainly
of his own appointees. They were chosen from among the
commoners, chosen because they pleased the iabai! in some vay.
These lesser chiefs were entirely dependent on the good pleasure
of a partlcular IIbakf. Their primary obligation vas a faithful
carrying out ot the Kabata'S orders.
Coupled with this dependence on the good graces ot the
ga:t!MI were the interests and rewards at stake for these
lesaer chiefs. Accordlng to the loyalty that they showed the
Jabak!. these lesser ohiefs would be appointed or promoted to
even larger districts. !hese chiefs, answerable only to the
ICabtka , oould then share in the taxes and work serrices that
they could demand trom their subjects.
BeSides these districts that they ruled in the name of
the Kabaka, the lesser chiets were rewarded for their lo,.alt7
by gifts of lands over whioh they ruled as supreme masters.
The ways ot making political appointments along with
the ways of supporting these politlcal appointee. oriented
the administratlve staft to regard themeelves as dependent
81~., p. 341.

on the good grace of the Ka,baki. They had everything to gain by
remaining royal. to the If.baka and by carrying out his every
wish. They had everything to lose if they did not.
It might be noted in passing that as the land was the
principle souroe ot wealth to the Buganda, whoever controlled
the possession ot the land, controlled the wealth and its
distribution among the Buganda. The Xabail was considered
as the one to whom all the land belonged. It belonged to him.
in the sense that as the property of the tribe, itself, it should
be under the control of him who symbolized the tribe.
This economio dependance of the Buganda on the Ifb§ka
was not the impersonal dependance of the yorker upon his
employer. The worker has no olaim on his job. The employer
could tire him and that would be it. the lab,k& could never
fire a Muganda. A Muganda by the fact ot being a member of
the tribe and living on a certain plot of ground, had a personal
olaim on the economic support of the iabakt.
The Buganda seemingly made no distinction between
political, tribal or economic authority. The Kaba5A was oonceived
as their provider, their detender, the symbol of their tribal
unity. and their ruler. They owed the KabaJsl personal allegiance
and he owed them the same.
The polit1cal and economic institutions of the Buganda,
analytically disoernable but not distinguished as such by the
Buganda, defined the position of the KaPiD a8 the omnipotent
master. His was not the posit10n of the totalitarian dictator.
He too lived according to the oustoms and traditions of the
tribe. But allegiance to the I&paka meant allegiance to the
tribe. It wa.s from the tribe and theretore from the Iabak,m that
the people received their support, sustenance, and meaning in
life. Without the labaki, there would be no Ganda tribe.
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!he position of the chief of the Sukuma seemed to be more
tenuous than that of the Xabaki but his authority over his
subjeots was alBO based on traditional and personal factors.
The institutionalized criteria for the selection of a
chief vere somewhat different from those of the Buganda.
~e Sukuma ohief was chosen from the matrilineal descendants
of a royal family. Whil.e the members of this family did not
see. to form a class apart, political authority vas still.
control.l.ed by this family. The onl.y oriterion required for
eligibil.1ty to the chieftainship vas membership in this royal
line.
The basis of the authority of the chief was not his
economic power. The Sukuma chlef was obeyed because of his
religious powers. The welfare of the tribe &s a whole was
thought to depend upon the spirits of the chiefly ancestors.
And it was only the reigning chief who had any influenoe with
them.
Here again we see the chief as defined as more or less
representing in his person the tribe as a whole. If the tribe
prospered, his subjects were indebted to him. He had gained
the favor of the spirits. The tribe felt a real dependenoe
on its ohief.
It is in this senee of the prosperity of the tribe
depending on the chief that it was 8aid of the chief that
he vas "the absolute owner of all the land." !he land wa.s the
property of the tribe but the land depended for ita prosperity
On the religiOUS pcwers of the chief.
For thls reason the ohief claimed a share in the crope
and services of his subjeots. It was only in BO far as he vas
successful as a rel1gious interoessor that he could become
eeonomicall.y powerful.
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If the tribe suffered crop failure or an epidemic, the
chief's religious powers were doubted by the people. At this
time he had to depend more upon his administrative statt to
support his authority.
The two principal institutionalized arms of the chiet's
administration were the royal guard and the headmen. Both
depended on the ohief for their positions. The royal guard,
being seleoted from slaves and oaptives, owed their lives only
to their allegianoe to the chief. The headmen were for the
most part chosen from among the sons of the chief who were
themselves ineligible to be ohiefe. In both cases, if the chief
lost his position they too were in danger of losing theirs.
In both of these cases, we see a ol.~ example of an
administrative staff based primarily on a personal allegiance
and loyalty to the chief.
But the ohief was not thought of as the omnipotent master
as in the oase of the Buganda. Two institutions in particul.ar
acted as an effective check on the power of the chief. The first
was the Council of State, the members of the royal family, themselves eligible for the chieftainship. These men were the
members of his family, his advisors with regard to his personal
and public lite and his liaison with the tribe. Here it ie clear
there is no distinction made between personal relationship and
official duty. It is all one to these men.
Th. other important institutionalized oheck on the power of
the chief was that of the ",11la", or young men's society.
This was a traditional assooiation to whioh all the young men
of a certain age belonged. These leaders, among other things,
organized work groups for the chief. But it was these sam.
leaders who organized demonstrations demanding the abdication
of chiefs it all was not going well.
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It would seem that the authority and the power o~ the 8ukuma
ohief was rather arbitrary, depending upon many faotors~e.g.,
the prosperity of the crops and herds, their own economic
strength, the strength of his royal guard, the organizational
strength of the Oounoil of State and of the "elika." Obedienoe
was given out of personal loyalty and in so far as the ohief
proved himself a powerful religious interoessor with the
anoestral spirits.
The 8ukuma chief was not regarded merely as a politioal
authority. He was their religiOUS, politioal, military and
economio leader. He had to be successful as such or else
the people would be dissatisfied.
Note again the Sukuma do not distinguish between these
different funotions. We can analytioally dist~ish them.
But for the Sukuma the ohief is a person to whom one gives either
his personal allegianoe and loyalty or his opposition. If the
ohief has the people's loyalty, he is their master, ruling them
in keeping with the tribal customs and according to his own good
pleasure.
Among the Bemba we find institutionalized patterns
resembling those of both the Ganda and the Sukuma. Here again
the authority and power of the chief has a traditional basis
demanding a personal allegiance on the part of his subjects.
The position of the Citimukulu, or paramount ohief, was
muoh stronger and more seoure than that of the Sukuma ohief,
but not as autocratic as that of the labaka of the Buganda.
Traditional rules oonoerning succession to the Oitimukyly
were strictly followed. The paramount ohieftainship was a
matrilineal, hereditary position. The members of the royal
clan constituted a olaes demanding certain differential
treatment.
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The basis of authority of the Cit1mukulu was religious.
Obedience was owed not to the oftioe of the ruler but to the
person of the Clt1m~u because he was socially identified
with the tribal anceetors upon whom the prosperity of the tribe
depended. In distinction to the Sukuma ohief, the 9itimukulu
was considered not only as having a special religious influenoe
with the tribal ancestors, but he was spoken of as being
socially identified with and representing the most powerful
tribal ancestor. His saored position then did not depend upon
the prosperity of the tribe. Even in time of orisis, the
01t1mBku!Y was looked upon as the one who oould bring the tribe
baok into favor with the tribal anoestors.
Here too among the Bemba the ohief' was spoken of as "the
owner of the land." It is interesting that in the three tribes
studied, the chief' is oonsidered "the owner of the land." The
tribal traditions differ in their beliefs justifying this
situation. The Buganda believed that it was the iab.ka's
ancestors who first settled on the land and then allotted it
to their subjects. This gave the Kabak§ the first rights over
the land. The Sukuma and the Bemba believed that the prosperity
ot the land depended upon the religious power of their chiefs.
In all three eases the ohiefs never treated the natives living
on the land as their tenants but rather 8S their subjects. In
each case, in fact, the land was considered oommunal and it was
the abief who for various reasons was believed to be in oharge
of the tribal oommunity.
In all three eases it was the chief who was the tocal
point of tribal alleg1anoe. Much of the tribe's activities
were focused on the cultivation of the land. Thus in all
three tribes we find a close relation between the chief and
the land. Wi thout the chief to give organizat1on to the
communal efforts, anarchy would prevail and the cultivation
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would fail. Without the chief to win ancestral blessing on
the crops, the tribe's cultivation would be doomed. As
mentioned above, among the Bemba the word used to describe
the misfortunes which are expected to follow the death of a
big chief is "cala cawa,fl i.e., "the land has fallen down."
The chief, the tribe, the land, prosperity, and the
subjects were all closely related in the minds and institutions
of these people.
Obedience was owed to the chief because of the subject's
loyalty to him and the tribe. The people belonged to and
depended upon the tribe and its chief. Disobedience and
rebellion would occur if the chief did not act according to
the traditions of the tribe or if the people thought the chief
was not acting in the interests of the tribe.
The institutionalized qualifications for an administrative
post were of a personal nature. These qualifications were of
two types. The first depended on a family relationship, the
second on the favor of the chief.
Among the Bemba, distriot ohieftainships depended on
membership in the royal olan. The ohief'~ court offioials,
the bakab1to, were dependent on membership in a certa1n
family. Among the Sukuma, the chiefte Council of State oonsisted of his maternal male relatives. His royal guard oonsisted of his own personal selections based on their predicted
loyalty to his person. The headmen, again personally chosen
by the ohief, were for the most part his own sons and other
favorites.
The K§b§ka of the Buganda was the least encumbered by
family relationships in his rule. The major port1on of his
admin1strative staff consisted of his personal retainers seleoted
from among the commoners whose position depended on their loyalty
to the reigning ,[Cabak,. It haa been speoulated that the Kabag
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during the l800s gradually eliminated the princes of the royal
line from all positions of authority. In his selection he would
no longer be encumbered by hereditary claims.
In all three tribes, it was this family relationship or
personal loyalty that determined the relationship of the
administrative statt to the chief.

CHAPTER IV
THE COLONIAL ADMINISTRATION AND
THE TRIBAL CHIEF
1.

The Adm!Bistratlon and the Kabak§

"On one occasion, I was present when
an old woman oame into the county chief's
office. She wanted to bring a case against
her neighbor for possession ot a plantain
garden. Since she was a 'classificatory
mother' to the ohief, she felt she could
bring the oase direotly to his court without
first taking it to the headman and the parish
ohief for arbitration. The chief explained
to her that this was impossible; she would
have to gc through proper Channels. When she
left, angry with her 'son t for refusing to
grant what she saw as a legitimate request,
the chief turned to me end shook his head.
'These people,' he said, 'just don't
understand.' He added that he knew that it
she failed to reoeive satisfaction from the
headman and the parish chief, she would be
back and would expeot h82 case to receive
special oonsideration."
What is it that "these people just don't understand." What
ohanges have taken place in how the ohief perceives his pos1tion
and role and how his subjects perceive them. Again let us remember that we are examining institutional faotors related to
the definition of the status and role of the ohie!. What
institutional changes did the British Administration introduoe
that would have a bearing on the redefinition of the chief's
position and role.
82L • Fallers, Bent» ~eaucraCI (Oambridge, Eng.: Heffer
and Sons, Ltd., 1956J, pp.
9-205.
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The particular institutional factors we will oonoern
ourselves with are the laws and ordinanoes passed by the
British Administration, affecting the traditional Afrioan
political system. In particular, we will see how they affeoted
the authority and power of the ohief.
Among the Buganda, one of the first important administrative aotions taken by the British government was the Uganda
Agreement signed by the British Administration and the leading
Buganda chiefs in 1900. !his agreement reoognized the authority
of the Kabaka to appoint chiefs but they now had to be approved
by the British Administration.
"The objeot of this agreement, which in

many ways has been the salvation of Uganda, was

to provide a pee~etual safeguard for existing
na tiva rights. It

In their efforts to insure the rights of the Afrioans, the
British introduoed new rights indirectly affeoting the basis of
the authority of the ohief and of the iabak!.
"The agreement provided for the allotment
of 'large estates in freehold tenure to the king
and his relatives' • • • and assigned 'the estate.
of which they are already in possession and whioh
are computed at an average of eight square miles
per individual to One thousand ohiefs and private
landowners.' The allotment was made by the native
counoil of ohiet., Luk1ko, which the agreement set
up. • •• The fundamental ohange brought about
by the Uganda Agreement • • • consists in the
introduotion into Buganda of an entirely new
conception with regard to land tenure--the oonception ot land as a private possession at he
complete disposal of an individual owner."

a4

83L• P. Mair,

p. 165.
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As we saw above, the basis of the authority and power of
the Kabaka and his chiefs was the conception of land as belonging
to the Kabaka--a conception that made no distinction between the
land and the people living on the land. Both belonged to their
chief and through him to the Kabaka. On this oonoeption was
based the peasants' duties towards their chief and the chief's
duties towards his subjeots.
Now this "link between ownership of land and the performance
of political duties" ~a. broken, Ownership of land now no longer
implies political authority,
"Many ohiefs had never any recognized place
in the scheme of the government, while continuing

to hold the position whioh in native eyes qualified
them to exercise authority. Freed from any
responsibility towards the peasants living on their
land--whose legal status was now that of tenants at
will--they were Simply presented with a lucrative
source of revenue. • •• For the peasants, another
result of this divorce, is that they are now liable
to two sets of obl1gations--the payment of rent and
other dues to their landlord and of taxation or
services to political authority. • •• Meanwhile,
the ohiets of the native administration had lost,
except as regards the population of their official
estates • • • what was formerly t8~ central bond
between them and their subjects."
Another administrative measure disassociating further the
office from the person who held the office was the Native Courts
Proclamation of 1909 whereby the traditional political structure
was "rationalized".
"The British Administration Bubstituted for
the patchwork of royal estates, clan lands and
benefices, an orderly demarcation into sub-counties

85L• P. Hair, Native §o*~cies
Routledge and Sons, Ltd., 1 ; , p.

t;1.Atti91

(London:

George

called go.bolala from thg word 'to disentangle'
or 'to unravel' • • • • "8
The Kabaka atill had the right to appoint the chiefs of

counties and sub-counties but according to the Agreement of
1900 these appointments were subject to the approval of the
Administration.
"The struggle over the right of the Buganda
Government to appoint its chiefs reached a kind of
climax in 1926. Chiefs began to receive a fixed
salary and the Protectorate Government successfully
claimed the r1ght toa,uperviae the accounts of the
.Buganda Government."
The ohiefs were no longer dependent on the good pleasure
of the Xabak§:.
From the time of the Agreement of 1900, the central oouncil
of LQkiiQ was reorganized. A seoretary was appointed and the
minutes began to be kept.
"Under the Agreement it (the Lukiko) was to
consist of 89 members • • • 66 members being
seleoted by the Kabaka. • •• In 1945 the Kabaka
assented to the enactment of a law which provided
for the introduction of an electorate system. • • •
By the amending law of December, 1947 the elected
unofficial membership wftA increased from the
former
to

,1

,6 .... "

the missionary educational system was rather highly
developed in Uganda, the British Administration strongly supported
for important administrative posts those Africans with a
European education. As of 1953, 65% of the county chiets had a
As

86A. I. Richards, East Afr;can Chiefs, p. 55.

87nJ4., p. 59.
~rd Hailey, Native Admin~stratign in the British Afr1QIQ
Terr;tories Part I {London: Hisajestyts Stationery Off1ce,
1950 • pp. 9-10.
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secondary education and 15~ had a University education; 45~ of
the elected members to the Lukiko or Buganda Parliament had a
secondary education, 40% a primary education and lO~ a university
education. 89 The present KAbaka has received a University
education.
We can see how the administrative staff of the Xab§5A was
slowly transformed by the Oolonial Adminietration from a group
of personal retainers to a group of economioally independent,
educated and sometimes elected officials.
The Administration found it all the more necessary to
exert pressure influencing the selection of chiefs because
of the religious dispute. among the Buganda. Both the Anglioan
and Oatholic missions were quite strong in this territory. An
unfortunate animOSity had arisen between these two groups.
The administration, thereiore, had to assure a iair proportion
of both Anglican and Catholics among the chiefs who were
aPPOinted.
Audrey Riohards sums up the Oolonial Administration's
relationship to the status and role of the Kabaka as tollows:
" ••• the hiatoryd the last 50 years certainlT
gives evidence of oontinued oonflict between the
Ganda concept ot chieftainship as authority
bestowed by the Kabaka and dependent on loyalty
to him and the British concept of chieftainship
as an office in a bureaucratic service, salaried
and pensionable, to whioh trained men are appointed
on merit. The conflict, when it came into the
open, was a conflict over the right of choice of
chiefs, and it was on this right, more tha.n on any
other, that_the power of the Kabaka had traditionally
depended.,,9Q

89 A. I. Richards, East African Chiefs, p. 681
90~., p. 60.
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2.

The Administration AAd the §ulgama Chief

Let us now review what changes have been introduced into
the Sukuma tribal political system by the European Powers who
controlled Tanganyika.
From 1881 to 1916, the territory that now encompasses
Tanganyika was controlled by Germany. The Germans did not
try to rule the Afrioans through the already existing tribal
political system. The German Commissioner adm1nistered native
aftairs through his representatives, called Ak!das, "who were
mainly men of Arab or Swahili .xtraction ... 91
After World War I, Tanganyika Territory was administered
by Britain under a mandate ot the League ot Nations. This
mandate prevailed from 1920 to 1946 when it was replaoed by a
trusteeship inaugurated by the United Nations Charter of 1945.
Under the mandate and trusteeship, the British carried
out an administration by indirect rule, the ideals of whioh
are oontained in the following quote from a White Paper
published by the British Government in 1927.
"Being convinoed that it is neither just
nor possible to deny permanently to the natives
any part in the government of the country, the
Government of this Territory has adopted the
policy of native administration whioh aims • • •
at making it possible for this to evolve in
acoordance with their traditions and their most
deeply rooted instincts as an9~rganized and
disciplined community • • • • "
On paper this sounds fine. But the meaning that the British
gave to "an organized and disoiplined community" differed somewhat from that given by the Afrioans.

91Lord Hailey, op, olt., p. 212.
92~., p. 212.
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In an attempt to organize and disoipline the tribal
community "in aocordance with their traditions and deeply rooted
instinots," the British Administration passed the Native·
Authority Ordinanoe #25 of 1923 and the Native Authority
Ordinanoe #18 of 1926. By these Ordinanoes, Native Authorities
were oreated and their responsibilities and jurisdiotion defined.
Native Authorities were defined as "Chiefs or other natives or
any Native Councilor groups ot natives deolared as such by
the Government."
Through these Ordinanoes, whether the Administration
reoognized it or not, they had taken a large step in ohanging
the entire basis of the exeroise of political authority. "The
key sanction tor politioal authority consists in the approval
of the British Administration • • • • n93
These Ordinanoes establishing a new basis of politioal
authority had very important reperoussions even on the very
structure of the traditional political authority. As was
mentioned above, almost all Sukuma chiefdoms were autonomous
units before oontaot with the Europeans. This autonomy was
to steadily decrease. For one thing, 80 many autonomous units
oontained within a limited area were very diffioult to
administer.
"This proliferation of political authority •••
presented difficulties for the Administration
beoause looust oontrol, so11 erOSion, diseases of
plants and animals and other problems could not
be properly dealt with on a strictly local basis.
Moreover, there simply was not the staff available
to deal direotly with the 60 or more9~ie:fdoms
into which the Sukuma were divided."

9'A. I. Richards, EQpt AfriCan Chiefs, p. 244.

94ll?J4., p. 2'9.
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Because of these administrative difficulties, the
Administration consolidated some of the smaller chiefdoms. They
also formed district federations through which the chiefs would
make decisions affecting the whole district. And in 1947 the
Sukumaland Federation was formed.
"It was initiated with high hopes of fostering
a genuine tribal spirit among the Sukuma and vas
entrusted with the power of passing rules and orders
for the whole of S~lmaland. • •• Within the past
three or four years, however, moat of its functions
have reverted to the district councils. • •• ~he
Federal Oouncil remains as little more than a ttalking shop,' but it is highly probable that its existence
during the period since 1947 has done much tQ foster
feelings of tribal unity among the Sukuma. ft9 '
fhe Administration in attempting to control the suocession
of chiefs found the matrilineal system of sucoession too
complicated. So they changed it to patrilineal succession.
This .eemed to be accomplished with little opposition. In 1949
the following rules were unanimously accepted by the SWnlmaland
rederation:
"!here are no epecial rules in force with regard
to succession.
A. It i8 nowadays usually patrilineal.
B. If the succe.sor of a chief is not
his son, and sons of the successor,
and not the sons of the former chiefs
are in the direct first line of
succession to their father, but neither
branoh of the family 9~ claim a legal
right to sucoession."
This change in the rules of succession weakened the
position of the Counoil of State. As mentioned above, the

95l2!4., p. 239.
p. 5.

96H• Cory, ~! Ing1genous Political System of the Sukum!,
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Council of State consisted mainly of the matrilineal members
of the royal family who had a proprietary interest in protecting
the royal dynasty.
Their position was further weakened by a change in the
mechanics of selection. Formerly it was the function of the
Oouncil of State to choose the new chief. Gradually this
function was greatly demooratized. Whomever the traditional
Council chooses under the present system is considered more or
less as only one candidate among many. The final selection is
ostensively left up to the people.
"If the ohiefdom is small, the people will
oonverge on the chiefdom headquarters on an
appointed day. There, in the presenoe of the
distriot oommissioner, the adults will divide
and range themselves behind the candidates of
their choice who bave beeu7stationed at various
points in an open field."~
It was the Council of State that was the most powerful
check on the pover of the chief. Through its Ordinanoe. the
Administration now substituted itself as this check. As it is
the Governor whose reoognition makes the chief, 80 it is only
his censure that breaks the chief.
"The removal process has been monopolized by
the Adminiatration. Were the 'basumbale batale'
(the leaders of the young men's societies) or
any other group of citizens to demonstrate in front
of a chiet's hut and threaten him with bodily harm
if he did not abdicate, such aotion would involve
these individuals in oriminal prosecution, regardless
of the fact that they might have been acting in a
traditional manner. Only the withdrawal of the
Governor's recognitg8U, or death, can remove an
ntemi from oftice."
The Administration in ita efforts to organize and discipline
the tribal community in acoordanoe with the traditional way of
97A• I. Riohards, last Afriotp Chiefs, p. 245.
98loW., p. 24 6
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life suppressed the oustomary tribute and services through
which the ohief was able to beoome the wealthiest man of the
ohiefdom. In their place, Native Authority Treasuries were
established.

"At the inoeption of the organization of
Native Authorities in 1926, the objectives most
prominently in view were the maintenance of law
and order, and the relief of the people from
payments of9~he customary tribute and services
to chiefs."
The chief oan no longer do whatever he wishes with the
taxes collected. He must keep books and present his budget to
the Adm1nistration for inspection. It is from this treasury
that the ohief now reoeives a fixed salary. The chief is now
more dependent on the good will of the Administration than on
the good will of his subjects for his wealth.
"The abolition of tribute has depersonalized
the eoonomio ties between the ohief and his people.
The better eduoated SukumQ seem to be keenly aware
of the fact that the financial transaotions of
the native treasuries are under the control of
distriot oommissioners and they, therefore, bypass
the ohiefs in making suggestions or criticisms of
looal government programmes. • •• The chiefs, for
their part • • • can improve their personal eoonomio
position without r~ for their responsibilities
to their subjeots.
Having examined the changes that the Administrative Native
Authority Ordinances have effected with regard to the souroes
of chiefly authority and power, now let us briefly examine how
these same Ordinances redefine the ~ctions and jurisdiction
of this authority.

9~rd Hailey,
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The Ohiet's function as a supreme judge has been suppressed.
Under the Native Courts Ordinance No. 5 of ~929.
"the Courts are instituted and jurisdiction and
powers are detined by a warrant of the Provincia~
Oommissioner. But the Ordinanoe itse~f exolude.
from their jurisdiction all offenses punishable
with death, or imprisonment for life, marriage
cases other than those oontracted under Mohammedan
Law and cUGtom'15~ cognizable offenses committed
in Iii township."
As a part of the maohinery of the Administration a new
function has been given to the chiefs. that of legislator. For
the most part, the chiefs are instructed to create laws to
support new standards of conduct of teohnioal performance in
agrioul ture and animal husbandry. Some examples of suoh
legislation is as follows,
" • • • the Oultivation and Preparation of Coffee
Rules 1930, the Oattle Rules of 1943, the Ferry
Rules and Market Rules of 1930 and 1938, the
Pedal Bicycle Rule of 1932, the Native Beer Rules
of 1945, • • • the Rule for Voluntary Registration
of Marriages and Divorce 1930, the Rule restrioting
immigration into Buswege l936 and the Stock Theft
Prevention Rule 1946. nIO 2
In the exeoution and administration of these laws and
other regulations, the ohief has the authority and support of the
Administration to baok him up. He can ohoose his administrative
offioers with a freer hand unencumbered by traditional customs.
"

The A4m!p1stra.jioQ and th! Oitimulsulu

The experience of the Bemba tribe's contact with Western
Oivilization in the torm of the British Administration, private

loin.,a.,

p. 219.
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enterprises and Christian missions must first be seen in the
larger context of Northern Rhodesia. The British for the most
part administered Northern Rhodesia as a whole, not dealing with
each tribe separately.
Northern Rhodesia's first oontaot with Europeans differs
markedly from that of Uganda and of Sukumaland. The British
marked off Northern Rhodesia at the beginning as a site for
colonization and for economic exploItation.
!he territory now comprising Northern Rhodesia was first
placed under the control of the British South African Company.
This Oompany's interest was mainly farming and gold mining. At
this time this Company's Charter inoluded the power to alienate
any land it wished for its purposes. This power was modified in
1899 and 1900 by the North Western and North Eastern Rhodesia
Ordinanoe in Council whioh "made it an explicit condition that
suffioient land should be trom time to time assigned for native
OOcupatlon ...103
Throughout the subsequent years, Native Reserves were
established and some tribes were foroed to live on these
reserves. By 1939,
"the distribution of the 185,776,912 aores in the
territory was then shown as follows:
a)

11,225,498 were classed as reserved for
demaroated Forests, Game Reserve, etc.

b)

8,800,395 aores had been alienated,
namely 4,17',000 held by the North
Oharterland Co., 1,566,525 by the
British South Africa Company and
',060,870 held in farms, etc. • ••
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d)

The Native Reserves. • • aome
in
number, occupied '4,532,000 acres.

e)

there remained 94,219,019 scres of
unallotted crown land."IO 4

The growing and sustained European interest in Northern
Rhodesia was due in large part to the discovery and development
of the copper mines, particularly in the Region of the Copperbelt
and Broken Hill. 105
This economic "take-over" of Northern Rhodesia by the
Europeans affected the very social structure of the tribal
community.
"It has been estimated that in 1946 the
adult abl.bodied males fit tor employment in the
Protectorate numbered 270,300 of whom 90,100
were assumed to be engaged in the production
ot native crops in the Protectorate and
180,000 employed in a wage earning capacity • • •
Here we may note several structural changes in the
traditional life. First of all, there was the introduction of
a capitalistic economic system into the lives of these people.
The majority now earn wages paid in European money. The
majority of wage earners, it should be noted, work outside of
their tribal SOCiety, traveling long distances to the mine8.
These facts have implioations for the relationships
between the chief and his subjects. An important implication it
would seem, is that the ohief no longer has as large a supply ot
tree labour as he had before.

104IeJ4., p. 76.
105(It might be noted that in 1960 the Rhodesian Nyassaland
Federation ranked second in the world in the mining of copper.
See CroiSSance de, j!UAee nttions. Nov., 1962, p. 15.)
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"The power of the Bemba chief is inevitably
reduced by his economic position. • •• the Bemba
rulers were never rich compared to a number of
African potentates. Theirs is a poor country • • • •
Added to thiS, the service on which the Bemba
chiefs depended is cut down by half or more by the
absence of men at the m~a., and what remains is
often given unwillingly."
But of even more influence than this economic take-over in
undermining the power of the chiefs, was the political takeover. This was most evident at the time the Chartered Company
controlled Northern Rhodesia.
"Under the Chartered Company, the policy was
one of direct rule, the chiefs being used as
agencies of the Government and their authority
and privileges upheld so far 8S these were
108
not incompatible with the rule of the Company."
This period of Company control lasted until 1929.
the company who decided who was going to be chief •

It was

...

"To the Bemba, the superior force of the
new administration must have been immediately
apparent. • •• They at once intervened in a
case of disputed succession over the Mwanbaehip
which had then fallen vacant. and appointed their
own nominee. • • • One by one the functions of
the old chiefs were taken over by the new authorities.
New courts of law were introduced ••• customs
considered trepugnant to natural justice and
morality' were prohibited, e.g. accusations of
Witchcraft, murder for ritual purposes, the use
of the ordeal in determ1n1ne guilt, eto. Certain
totally new offenses were oreated. • • the
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penalties for legal ottences were changed • • • • "

107M• Fortes and E. B. Evans-Pritohard, OPe oit., p. 116.

lO~ailey, Ope cit., p. 83.

10~. Fortes and B. E. Evans-Pritchard,
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In

the administration of Northern Rhodesia was
taken away from the Ohartered Company and was taken over by
the British Government. In 1929, there were passed the
Native Authority and Native Court Ordinanoes whioh provided
tor the reoognition of chiets and the establishment of native
oourts. Although these Ordinances went far to reestablish the
authority of the traditional political system of the Bemba, they
changed the basis of this authority. The basis for this authority
i8 now to be found in the ordinances which "defines a Paramount
Chief, or sub-chief 8S a native who has been recognized by the
Government as occupying that position, and defines a Native
Authority as any Paramount Ohief, Chief, subchief or other
native declared to be a Native Authority under the Ordinance. nllO
The Supreme Native Authority as defined tor the Bemba is
the Cit1mukulu with his hereditary Council. It is the Paramount
in council who appoints new chiefs and it is the hereditary
council who selects Ii new Paramount Ohief. But all these appoint-·
mente are careful~y watched over by and controlled by the British
Administration. This is c~early brought out in a book written
for new District Officers concerning the sucoession of Bemba
Chiefs. In the second edition of his book, the author gives an
examp~e of the administration's relation to the process of
chiefly succession.
~924,

"The most important change is the fact that
Nkula has inherited the Paramountcy. There was a
year of tribal intrigue and Government investigation
before this apPointment was made. It was a departure
from the strict horizontal Buocession and in the o~d
days there would poss1b~y have been war over this
appointment. But Mwamba, !-lusenga, the next man in
line to the two recent~y deceased Paramounts was
passed over by the councillors because a large

~lO

Hailey,

Ope

cit., p. 84.
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body of people feared him on account of his f foreign ,
descent and because this desoent had given him
strange powers of witchoraft. • • • Most of the
Distriot Offioers with Bembe experience were in
favour of Mwamba but it was the fact that the
Counclllors eventually choee Nkula that won the
day." 1
This incident occurred in 1946. It is a good example of
the Colonial policy of indirect rule at work. While retaining
much of the structure of the traditional political system and
remaining flexible enough to give before the weight of public
opinion, it is the Distriot Officer who makes the final decision
and keeps oontrol over the system.
The Administration's control does not stop at the appointment of ohiefs. The Administration has carefully defined their
jurisdiction. The Native Courts have been reconstituted but again
their jurisdiction has been limited to less serious cases e.g.
those not involving witchcraft, murder, issues involving hUropeans
etc. And the chiefs receive salaries paid by the Government.
Often it would seem that the British Administration uses
the Native Authority as its instrument in getting things done.
Thus the Native Authority has been encouraged to make rules and
"issue orders on matters of hygiene, bush-burning, the movement
of natives, the constitution of villages, etc. nll2
Lord Hailey, whose major concern is the description and
eValuation of the Native Administration in British Africa. makes
the following judgment on the use of rule-making powers among
the Bemba.
"One gains the impression that in the Northern
Province they (Native Authorities) have invariably
acted on the suggestion or even pressure of District

~11arelsford, Ope Cit,. p. v.
ll2Portea and Evans-Pritchard,

_op~.__c~i~t~.,

117.
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Officers in making Rules relative to matters
which have been held to be of definite public
interest, (such as rules regulating oult1vation
or soil erosion) and that in a variety of other
matters a Rule or Order has only been made after
consultation with the District Officer, who ~i~
generally been responsible for drafting it." ,
To all appearances it is the chief who makes the decisions,
issues orders, holds court, collects taxes and does in faot have
the support of the British Administration. But the power and
authority of the chief is definitely defined and limited by the
Colonial Administration.

4.

A Comparative Analysts

We shall now analyze the meaning given to the position
and role of the chief as defined by the institutional ohanges
introduced by the British Administration. The British expected
.a political authority, suoh as a chief, to behave in a oertain
manner. Thus the administrative ordinances that they introduced
regulating the activity of the chiefs were inspired by how they
thought a ohief should act.
It is interesting to note that the offioial British pe1ioy
with regard to the three tribes studied was one of indirect rule.
The Administration wished to keep and, if pOSSible, to strengthen
the traditional tribal politioal structure. In theory, they
wished to interfere as little as possible with the internal
workings of tribal life.
But the problems besetting this approach to colonial rule
arose from two principle sources. First of all, when all is
said and done, it would appear that the British employed this
policy of indireot rule, not out of any deep seated respeot

l13Hai1ey, op. cit., p. 144.
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for the workings of a culture different than theirs. Instead,
indirect rule was found to be the most effective way of
administering these African tribes with the least amount of
trouble.
Another major problem arose from the fact that the British
gave different meanings to the position and role of the tribal
ohief than did the Africans. It is this facet of the problem
with which we are concerned. We will analyze the meanings given
to the position of the tribal ohief by the Administrative
Ordinances in terms of the bureaucratic type of authority as
presented by Max Weber.
According to Weher, some of the characteristics of the
bureaucratic type of authority are as follows:
"There is the principle of fixed and official
jurisdictional areas, which are generally
ordered by rules. that ls, by laws or administrative regulations.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The principle of office hierarchy and of levels
of graded authority mean a firmly ordered system
of super- and subordination in which there 18
supervision of the lower offices by the higher ones.
• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

• • •
In principle, the modern organization of civil
service separates the bureau from the private
domicile of the official and in general, bureaucracy
segregates official aotivity as something distinct
from the sphere o~ private life. • • in principle,
the executive offioe is separated from the household,
bUSiness from private correspondence and business
assets from private fortunes.
• •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

The reduction of modern office management to rules
1s deeply embedded in its very nature. The theory
of modern publiO administration • • • does not entitle
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the bureau to regulate the matter by commands given
for each oa8e, but only to regulate the matter
abstractly. This stands in extreme contrast to the
regulation of all relationships through it!1V1dual
privileges and bestowals of fa.vor • • • • n 4
The historical experienoe that the three tribes studied
had with ~he British Administration was somewhat different for
each. This has been so for a number of reasons. For example,
the contaot has taken place at different times. The Buganda
felt the impact of the Administrations Ordinances as early as
1900; the Bemba and the Sukuma not until the 19208.
The historical context of these contacts was also quite
different for the three tribes. For instance, the influence of
the British Administr~tion came quite early in the Buganda's
contact with Western Civilization. wbereas the Sukuma had undergone at least twenty years of the direct rule of the German
Adm1nistration. This tribe was then turned over to the British
under the mandate of the League of Na,tions. The Bemba's first
prolonged contact with Western Oivilization came in the form of
a private Chartered Oompany whose purpose was the exploitation of
the land for its own profit. All of these factors demanded a
somewhat different ~dm1nistrative approach for each of the tribes.
But of particular interest to us are the differences in the
tribal political structure. Because of these differences, as we
have seen, the Administrative Ordinanoes varied somewhat for eaoh
of the tribes studied. For example, the Uganda Agreement of
1900, among other things, introduced a system of freehOld la.nd
tenure. This provision was unique to the Buganda and had an
important impact on the tribal political struoture based as it vas
on a concept of tribal land tenure.
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The Sukuma political structure differed basically from that
of the Buganda and Bemba in that the Sukuma were divided into
many autonomous ohiefdoms. Therefore the British Ordinanoes
consolidating many of these chiefdoms into districts and then
into the Sukumaland Federal Oounoil were adapted to the unique
politioal structure of this tribe.
Underlying these differenoes in Ordinanoes required to
meet the variation in tribal struoture, there is to be found an
institutionalized oonoeption of the meaning of the politioal
struoture in general and that of the position and role of
authority in particular.
The Administrative Ordinanoes imposed upon the Bemba
political structure can be taken as typical of those imposed
upon the Buganda and the Sukuma. Suoh is the Ordinance defining
a Native Authority as one who is recognized as such by the
British Administration. While it is true that the Administration
ordinarily reoognized the traditional tribal authority as the
Native Authority, there is a difference of meaning between the
two. To make legitimate his position as authority, a tribal
chief would appeal to the saored traditions of his tribe. Whereas
the Administration would appeal to its Ordinances. The chief
would appeal to his personal hereditary relationships. The
Administration would appeal to a written law.
The Administration in defining the ohief as a Native
Authority means by that, a political authority and nothing more.
In the traditional conception of the chief, the African, be he
chief or subjeot. did not distinguish between the chief as
political, economic, military and religious leader. To be chief
for the Afrioan meant all this. He was the supreme symbol of the
tribe to whom allowed personal allegiance and loyalty.
The Administration distinguishes oarefully. According to
its Ordinances, the chief is only the political authority in the
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Western meaning of the word. His authority is derived from and
limited by Administrative Ordinances. In these Ordinances, he is
not considered the pinnacle of tribal authority. His every
decision both legislative and judicial is subject to the approval
of and appeal to the District Commissioner or Territorial Governor.
He is now a part of an official hierarchy whose power and jurisdiction are carefully defined by various laws and ordinances.
The chiefly basis of authority was transferred from
traditional to legal standards.
In delimiting the jurisdiction of the chief and specifying
his official duties, the Administration seemed to envision the
chief more as a bureaucratic official than as the master of his
people. An indication of this can be seen in the Ordinances
suppressing the tribute paid to the obief and substituting in its
place a fixed salary_ This fixed salary was taken from a tax
colleoted by and for the Government.
As we have seen, the tribute given to the chief was a
symbol of the personal dependence of the tribe on the chief.
The ohief was conoeived as assuring the welfare of the tribe.
Therefore each member owed him personal allegiance. In
suppressing this tribute, the Administration suppressed a symbol
o! the personal relationship between the ohief and the tribal
member. The African, in paying his tax to the Goverr~ent, would
be oriented toward substituting the Government for the ohief.
He would be oriented toward seeing himaelf as dependent on the
Administration rather than on his chief.
This substitution of the tax system for the tribute system
also had its effects in depersonalizing the relationship between
the chief and his subjects from the viewpoint of the chief.
Being assured a fixed salary from the Administration, the chief
would become less dependent on his subjects in several ways.
F1rst, there would be the possible tendancy to associate himself
with the Administration rather than with his tribe. It is the
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Administration who assured his position and his income. He would
be oriented in this way to try to please the Administration
rather than his sUbjeots.
The ohief's salary would be the same no matter what happened to the tribe. In this way the fate of the chief was
disassooiated from the fate of the tribe. In the traditional
system the amount of tribute would vary in relation to the
suooess or failure of the orops, to the chief's fulfilling of
his religious, eoonomic and military duties, etc. The chief
traditionally would oonsider himself responsible for the
welfare of the tribe.
Now the ohief is paid for the fulfillment of a number of
offioial, politioal duties. His salary is not based on his
relations to his prople but on the fulfillment of duties as
indioated in the Ordinanoes.
What we have been analyzing here is not what has in fact
taken place. That is, we are not saying that the relationship
between the chief and his subjects has beoome depersonalized and
bureauoratized. What we are saying is that new definitions or
meanings of the positions and role of the chief have been
introduced and imposed upon the traditional meanings of the same.
The Administrative Ordinanoes specifying the jurisdiction of the
chiefe and assuring a fixed salary, are based on the assumption
of politioal authority a8 a bureaucratic official whose primary
obligations are to his duty ot office.
A clear oase in point of the depersonalization of the
relations between chief and subject i8 that of the freehold
land tenure clause in the Uganda Agreement. Traditionally among
the Buganda, no distinction ~~s made between the owner of the
land and the political authority. The chief was responsible for
his subjects because he was responsible for the land on which
they lived and vice-versa. He had rights over the one because
he had rights over the other. The Administration introduced the
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idea and the tact of private ownership of land 8S separate from
political authority. The two were separated. The inhabitants
of the land were no longer considered subjects of the owner but
rather his tenants. They now owed him not personal allegiance
but very impersonal rent.
According to the Administration, the position and role of
the chief was made legitimate by Ordinances. His jurisdiction
was defined by Ordinances. These Ordinances relegated the
chief to the position of a subordinate official in the Oolonial
Administration. These Ordinances fixed and assured his salary
which gave the chief an economic independence. The Ordinances
assured the chief of the Administration's support in the face
of rebellious subjects. But-the chief was now expeoted to
administer his funotions in accordance with these same Ordinances.
In administering justice the chief was now expected to judge a case
according to the written law, not according to his personal
relationship to the defendant. He was expeoted not to show
favoritism nor to be arbitrary in his decisiOns.
The Ordinances and the British Administration also
envisioned a more depersonalized relationship between the chief
and his administrative statf. As we have seen, the traditional
administrative etaff as a group of personal retainers of the
chief was one of the major supports of the chief's supremacy.
Prom the beginning the Administration tried to control these
appointments. According to the Ordinances, all appointments had
to be approved by the District Oommissioner or the Governor.
Once in office any subchiet could be removed by the Administration.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
1,

Contrast1n6 Definitlqps

DIn Uganda, for example, if we were to vislt
a chlef, we might find him attending a committee
meeting, helping to work out a budget for the
coming fiscal year. If we ask for an appointment,
we will be received in a modern office equipped
with typewriters, telephonea, filing cases, and
the other apparatus of modern burea.ucracy. If by
chance, we had called another day, our chief would
have been meeting with his clanaatea in the thatched
hut of his paternal. uncle, and the talk would have
been of genealogical refinements and the wishes of
ancestors. If we are invited to tea at the chief's
house in the evening, we will be introduoed to his
several wives, and this may surprise us beoause we
have heard that he is a pillar of the local Anglican
parish and a patron of the Boy Scout troop. I have 1 5
chosen a rather extreme, though not unreal example." 1
Here, set up one against the other, are the two worl&1n
which the chief lives. Two dlfferent standards are presented
to the chief by these two cultures. Each conceives of the
chief in a different way. The position that he holds in his
tribal society and the behavior expected to him as chief are
given different meanings by the tribal sooiety and by the
British Oolonial Administration. Both of these sooieties, in
conformity with their idea of what a chief should be, will act
accordingly in relation to the ohief. Theae institutionalized
patterns ot behavlor related to the chief's status and role
l15L• L, Faller, "The Predicament of the Modern African
Chief,tt Am§rican AQthropolqgist, (1955, 57). p. 290.
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will influence the chiei to conceive of himself and ot the
behavior expected of him according to the traditional or
Colonial meaning of chiefly authority.
In this study we have desoribed and analyzed some of
theee institutionalized patterns related to the chief's status
and role. Through this desoription and analysis, we have tried
to find out what institutionalized meanings were given to the
chief by his tribal sooiety and by the British Administration.
These institutionalized meanings would in part determine what
behavior is expected of the chief 8S chief. These meanings
would give a certain orientation to the behavior of the chief.
Our hypothesiS is that the new, superimposed, colonial
definitions of the status and role of the ohief demand a
universalistic-achieved, bureauoratio orientation of the
behavior of the chief; whereas the traditional, tribal
definition of the status and role of the chief demand of the
chief a particularistic-asoribed t traditionalistic orientation.
Prom our description and analysis we have seen the
institutional definitions given to the status and role of
the chief.

2.

The Tribal Definition of the Chief

On the one hand, we have the traditional definition of
the Chief. In the three tribes studied, we found that the
basis of the chief·s authority was traditional and hereditary.
It was based on the tribal legends and beliefs concerning the
ohiefts relation to the founding ancestors 01 the tribe. In
the oase of the !uganda. this relationship gave the Xabaka a
right over the land and people of the tribe. In the case of
the Sukuma and Bemba, this relationship was primarily of a
religious nature, giving to the chiefs special religious power
on which the welfare of the tribe was believed to depend.
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The ohie~'s powers were defined in a very d1ffuse manner.
He was muoh more than a po11tical author1ty. He was the
political, judicial, economio, military and religious leader
of the tribe, no distinctions being made between these
di~ferent roles.
He was the fooal point of tribal allegianoe.
In all three tribes, it was believed that without the chief
there could be no prosperity, no unity, no tr1be. Allegiance
and lo1Rlty to the chief meant allegiance and loyalty to the
tribe. Obedience was based on this same personal allegiance
and loyalty.
In the three tribes studied, the institutionalized
relationship between the ch1e~ and hie administrative staf~ were
ot a personal nature. The administrative staf~ were either
members of the chie~'s ~amily or his personal selections from
among his favorites. Personal loyalty and allegiance to the
chief or the royal family were expected from this staff.
In terms of Weber's ideal types, these institutionalized
patterns define the position and role of the chief as a traditional type of authority. The chief i8 defined and is expected
to act as "the master • • • moved by personal sympathy and
tavor,. by graoe and grat1 tude ••• 116
In terms of Parson's types of pattern variables, we can
conclude that the role expectations as defined by these
traditional institutions orientated the chief to act according
to the values attached to the particular relationship with the
others involved. This particularistic orientation is based on
emotional and non-rational factors. For example, a traditional
value involTed the person of the chief as all important to the
welfare of the tribe. This value plaoed the chief as the
supreme authority within the tribe with rights over the very
ll6Gerth and Mills, op. cit., p. 216.

lives of his people and demanding from them personal. loyalty
and allegianoe. !his orientation was based on the religious
beliefs and legends of the tribe. The whole conoept of
obedienoe was baaed on this personal relationship between the
chief and his subjeots. This personal relationship with the
chief considered as the supreme authority in the total lives
of his subjeots allowed the chiet to act in an arbitrary manner
acoording to his likes and dislikes. It allowed him also to
play favorites. This showed itself most clearly in the chief's
relationship to his administrative staff. He was orientated to
act with regard to his administrative staff not aooording to
their objeotive qualifioations to do a job but aooording to the
loyalty he expeoted of them.
BeSides this particularistic orientation, the role
relationship involved between chief, administrative staff
and subjects was based on ascribed status. The chief was
expected to orientate himself to others acoording to their
attributes, i.e. acoording to who they were. One of the
institutional baSis for this ascribed orientation was that of
the royal clan or royal family. The very fact of membership
in this family gave one an eligibility for chieftainship or for
some important post. Many of the posts were hereditary, passing
on from father to son or from brother to brother as the
traditions prescribed.
With regard to the chieftainship itself, this ascribed
orientation seems to have been partially modified, especially
in the Ganda and Sukuma tribes. In these cases, a Oounoil of
Elders had the right to choose the new chief from a number of
possible heirs to the throne. Nevertheless, in all cases
there were no objeotive qualifications required for the
chieftainship other than these hereditaI7 qualifications.

According to the traditional institutional factors
examined and analyzed, we can conclude that the definitions
whioh these institutionalized patterns gave to the status and
role of the chief demand.d a particularistic-ascribed,
traditional orientation of his chiefly activity.
~.

The British Colonial Definlt!gn

On the other hand, we have the British Oolonial definition
of the chief. In the three tribes studied, we found that ita
basis of the authority of the ohief is legalistic and
rational. It is based on Administrative Ordinances defining
a native authority. In eaoh case, a native authority is an
African who is so recognized by the Colonial Administration.
The chief's powers and jurisdiction are derived from and
defined by these same Ordinances. The chief is allowed to
rule 1n the traditional manner only in so far as it is permitted
by these Ordinanoes.
The functions of the chief as presented in these Ordinances
define the chief as only a political offiCial. He is expected
to exeoute the Administration's orders. to legislate, to judge,
to oollect taxes, and to keep records. His deoisions are
subjeot to the approval of a higher authority. He is paid a
fixed salary and his traditional rights over the tribute and
labor of his subjeots are carefully defined or eliminated
altogether.
The Administrationts definition of the relationship
between the chie! and administrative staff is of an impersonal,
more bureauoratic nature. The aPPOintments made are no longer
completely in the hands of the Ohief. They too are subject to
the approval of the Administration. .tnd the Administration
tends to approve only those qualified for the job. Th.
qualifications that the Administration emphasizes are not
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hereditary or personal relationships. As the functions required
of the staff now include tax collecting, bookkeeping, committee
meetings and planning, the Administration stresses the more
impersonal qualifications suoh as the degree of education
received.
The Administration also gradually introduced the electoral
system whereby, e.g., the district chiefs will be elected by
the people at the distriot. These district chiefs are thus
seen not as representatives of the chief to the people but as
representatives of the people to the chief.
As the statf now receives a fixed salary, the position
of a subohief' no longer depends on his loyalty to the person of
the chief. He will receive his salary and hold his position
as long 8S he satisfaotorily fUlfills his obligations of offioe.
In terms of Weber's ideal type, these colonial
institutionalized patterns define the position and role of the chi~
and his staft as a bureaucratic type of authority. The chief and
his staff are defined and expected to act as "the personally
detached and striotly 'objeotive expert·."117
In terms of Parson's types of pattern variables, we can
conclude that the role expectations as defined by these colonial
institutions orients the chief to act aooording to standard
defined in completely generalized terms. This universalistic
orientation to aotion is based on clearly defined and speoific
rules and regulations inherent in the office he holds. Laws
are to be executed and cases judged according to the jurisdiction
defined in the Ordinanoes. Appeal was to be made to the written
law only and not to clan or kin relationships.
BeSides this universalistic orientation, the role involved
between the ohief and his administrative staff is based on an
aohieTed status. The Colonial Ordinances envisioned the native
1171b1d ., p. 216.
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administrative staff, not as a group of personal retainers
responsible to the chief, but as a group of officials responsible
to the Adm1nistration. Ordinances assured the administrative
officials a fixed salary, defined his jurisdiction and duties
and set the requirements of his appointment and dismissal.
Where poSSible, 80me form of representative government was
introduced. The Colonial Government conceived the administrative
poet as an achieved position and not as an ascribed position.
In accordance with these Ordinances, the chief would be oriented
to behave toward his staff as towards those holding an aohieved
position.
We can therefore conclude that according to the Colonial
institutional factors studied with regard to the Ganda, Bemba
and Sukuma tribes, the superimposed Oolonial definitions of
the status and role of the Chief demanded of him a universalisticachieved, bureaucratic lrientation.
4.

Some Further

Perspec~iv!1

Daniel J. Levinson states that "there are at least
three distinct senses in which the term 'role' has been
used • • • "118 Role can be defined a.s "structurally given
demands, ,. or as " the member's • • • conoe ptlon of the part
he is to play in the organization," or as "the ways in which
members of a position act • • • in accord with or in violation
of a given set of organizational norms."ll9
In this study we have oonsidered roles in the first
sense, i.e., struoturally given demands, In the light of our
conclusions, the other two meanings of role could noy be
adequately studied with regard to the chief.
118Daniel J. Levinson, "Role, Personality, and Social
Struoture." Journal of Abnormal, and Social PsZghologY,
Vol. 58 (1959) p. i'2.
1l91bid •
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The faot that the struo tura lly given demands of the
ohie f have ohanged give s rise to the hypo thesi s that there
has been a oorre spon ding ohange in the chie f's image of
hims elf. We migh t theo rize that the Kabaka and the Citim
ukulB
rega rd them selve s les8 as the unify ing symbols of the tribe
and see them selve s more as gove rnme nt func tiona ries.
Stru otur ally oonf lioti ng role demands plaoe the ohie f
in a dilem ma. Whioh demand is the chie f favo ring and unde
r
what oirou msta noes ? Such a dilemma oalls for furth er study
of the ways in whioh the ohie fs are actu ally reac ting to
these
conf licti ng demands.
As we have alrea dy noted the close relat ion betw een
the poli tical insti tutio n and the othe r majo r insti tutio ns
in Afric a in triba l life . the hypo thesi s arise s
that
a majo r ohang e in one will affe ct the othe r insti tutio ns.
As hypo thesi s sugg ested by this study is a8 follo ws: as
the
triba l depen dano e upon extr a-tri bal gove rnme ntal supp ort
incre ases , the kinsh ip and fami ly syste m will be corre spon
ding ly
weak ened.
As impo rtant as these furth er impl icati ons are, firs t
it is neoe ssary to know the aotu al relat ions betw een the
new Afric an poli tical lead ers and the triba l chie fs.
The new poli tical lead ers repre sent the newl y indep enda nt
tion s. The ohie t repre sents one tribe with in the natio n.
these new Afric an lead ers treat ing the chie fs in the
ame way as the Oolo nial Adm inist ratio n befo re them? Are
he triba l ohie fs being thoug ht of as colla bora tors in the
ork of integ ratin g many tribe . into the unity ot one natio
n?
r are the ohie fs being bypa ssed as the new Afrio an gove rnme
nts
ry to orga nize them selve s at all leve ls along
"Wes tern" line s.
The emer ging Afric an natio n is a ferti le field of study
soci olog ist and anth ropo logis t must work olos ely
oget her.
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